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SUMMRY

The aim of this work, performed on an experimental basis in a frame of strict
collaboration between industry (FIAT-CIE1 and FIAT-CRIF in Turin) and public research
laboratories (ENEA-PAS-FIBI in Bologna, ENEA-PAS-ISP and ENEA-TIB-TECNL-AS in
Rome) and supported by a CEC contract was to bring out the items for better evaluation of
the laser beam application possibilities in disnantling nuclear power plants.

The main topics of the research have been:
1) study and definition of the relevant basic parameters ruling the aerosol generation rate and

behaviour in terms of physical and chemical characteristics. This work has been performed
in a facility specifically designed for aerosol measurements and equipped with a 2kW laser
source;

2) study of the feasibility of local abatement of the aerosols produced and of the pressure drop
in the 1-IEPA filters;

3) study of long distance transmission of the laser beam power performed with a 5kW laser
source with an evaluation of the power loss and beam characteristic modifications;

4) study of laser beam technique application for dismantling the Garigliano power plant steam
drum in order to better demonstrate the feasibility of the use of this technique.

Thle research resulted in the conclusion that the laser beam is actually appropriate for long
distance dismantling of metal components. Although the main aspects of the laser cutting
process have been examined, some problems remain to be investigated. This could be
performed, after proper cost-benef it evaluation, during a future decommissioning programme.

RIASSUNTO

Lo scopo di questo lavoro,svolto su base sperimnentale nel quadro di una stretta
collaborazione fra industrias (FIAT-CIE1 e FIAT-CRF in Torino) e laboratori ENEA ( ENEA-
PAS-FIBI in Bologna,ENEA-PAS-ISP in Casaccia ed ENEA-TIB-TECNL-AS in Frascati) e
supportato da un contratto della Conmunith Europea, era di ricavare elemnenti per una migliore
valutazione delle possibility di applicazione del raggio laser per smantellamento di impianti.

1 principali soggetti della ricerca sono stati:
1) studio dei principali parametri che regolano la generazione ed il comportamento degli

aerosol e def inizione delle loro principali caratteristiche fisiche e chimniche.Questa attivitA ~ stata
eseguita con lFutilizzo di un insieme sperimentale appositamente progettato e dotato di una
sorgente laser da 2 kW;

2) studio di fattibilitA di abbattimento locale dell'aerosol prodotto e del comportamnento dei
filtri assoluti;

3) studio della trasmissione a lunga distanza della potenza laser e valutazione della perdita di
potenza e delle miodifiche delle caratteristiche del fascio lungo i percorso in riferimento ad una
sorgente da 5kW;

4)studio di applicability della tecnica del laser di potenza per lo smantellamento di un
componente significativo della centrale nucleare del Garigliano.

La ricerca ha confermato la applicability della tecnlologia laser di potenza per lo
smantellamento a lunga distanza anche se alcuni problerni sono tuttora da risolvere.
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PREMESSA

Nel 1985 fu siglato un contratto di ricerca fra la. Commissione delle ComunitA Europee

da una parte, FIAT-TTG (poi confluita nella FIAT-CIEI) ed. ENEA dall'altra avente lo scopo cli

ottenere una piti completa valutazione delle capacitA del raggio laser nei riguardi dello

smnantellarnento delle centrali nucleari. II coordinamento arnministrativo e finanziario ~ stato

assicurato, nei terniini del contratto, dalla FIAT-CIEI.

EI programmar di ricerca era articolato su piui punti concementi:

- caratterizzazione degli aerosol prodotti in termini di concentrazione, granulometria e

composizione chimica in funzione dei pararnetri operativi di tagio,

- comportamento dei filtri assoluti nei confronti dell'aerosol prodotto nel taglio laser,

- studio di un sistema di trasmissione a distanza del raggio laser,

-studio di progetto dli massima di applicazione per lo smantellamento del corpo cilindrico della

centrale del Garigliano.

L'attivitA concernente i primi due punti ~ stata. presa in carico dallIENEA nell'ambito del

progetto Smantellamento Impianti (SMAIMP) del PAS ed. e stata condotta rispettivamente dal

Laboratorio AEROSOL (CRE 'E.Clementel' Bologna) del PAS-FIBI, in stretta collaborazione

con i Laboratorio Tecnologie Laser (TECNLAS, CRE Frascati) del TIB, e dal Laboratorio

Ambiente (CRE Casaccia) del PAS-ISP.

L'attivitA concernente gli ultinmi due punti ~ stata condotta dalla FIAT-CRF (Orbassano-

Torino) e dalla FIAT-CIEI3 (Torino).

II testo qui presentato costituisce i rapporto finale di attivitA per la Commissione delle

ComunitA Europee che provveder~ a diffonderlo come Rapporto Tecnico EUR.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The general aim of the work carried out in the frame of the contract No FIID-0014-I

signed in 1985 between CEC and FIAT-TTG (main contractor) 1 ENEA, was to obtain a more

complete evaluation of the possibility of using the laser beam cutting technique in dismantling

nuclear power plants.

The specific aims of the research were:

- obtaining a better knowledge of the aerosols produced and investigating the possibilities of

their abatement and filtration;

- studying systems for transmission of the laser beam over long distances to give more

concrete motivations for the possible use of this cutting technique as a dismantling method;

- studying the possibility of practical utilization of laser beam cutting for dismantling a real

complex system.

To obtain these goals, the activities were subdivided from the beginning between

laboratories belonging both to private industry (FIAT) and to the public administration (ENEA).

The groups involved were:

- Laboratory of Aerosol Physics and Toxicology, Department of Environmental

Protection and Human Health (ENEA-PAS-FIBI-AEROSOL, situated in Bologna),

which performed all the measurements (sampling, analysis and data treatment)

relative to aerosol and slag produced in laser beam cutting;

- Laboratory of Laser Technology, Department of Basic Intersectorial Technology

(ENEA-TIB-FIS-TECNLAS, situated in Frascati, near Rome), which was mainly

involved in the set-up of the 2kW power cutting facility and the exhausting line;

- Laboratory of Experimental Engineering, Department of Environmental Protection

and Human Health (ENEA-PAS-ISP-AMB, situated in Casaccia, near Rome), with

the task of studying the behaviour of HEPA filters challenging the aerosols produced

during high temperature cuttings;

- FIAT-CRF (Turin), which studied the most efficient methods for transmitting laser beam

power over long distances;

- FIAT-CIE1 (Turin), with the task of studying a conception for the dismantling of a

specific component of the Garigliano nuclear power plant by taking into account the results

obtained in the course of the programmed experiences.

To ensure coherent progress of the experimental work, the activity for each period was

defined in meetings with all groups involved in order to assess the results obtained with respect

to contractual planning.

The present, final report takes into account organization of the work, as previously

mentioned and is consequently subdivided into four parts: aerosol characterization (Part ),
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behaviour of HEPA filters (Part II), transmission of the laser beam over long distances

(Part I) and study of a practical application (Part IV). Each part of the report has been
prepared by the contributors concerned.
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PART I

AEROSOL CHARACTERIZATION IN STEEL CUYING BY MEANS

OF LASER BEAM

0. Tarroni*, M. Di Fino**, T. De Zaiacomo*, C. Melandri*',

M. Formignani*, L. Barilli*
*ENEA-PAS- F1131- AEROSOL, V.le Ercolani 8, -40138 Bologna (Italy)

**ENEA-TIB-FIS-TECNLAS, Via E. Fermi 27, -00044 Frascati-Roma (Italy)

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The activity concerning the characterization of aerosol and slag produced in cutting steel

by means of a laser beam was carried out in strict collaboration between two ENEA groups:

- Laboratory of Aerosol Physics and Toxicology, Department of Environmental Protection

and Human Health (PAS-FIBI-AEROSOL, situated in Bologna);

- Laboratory of Laser Technology, Department of Basic Intersectorial Technology (TIB-FIS-

TECNLAS, situated in Frascati, near Rome).

The TIB-FIS-TECNLAS Laboratory was mainly involved in the set-up of the cutting

facility and exhausting line. The PAS-FIB1I-AEROSOL Laboratory performed all the aerosol

and slag measurements (sampling, analysis and data treatment).

Because of the need to move people and instruments for each test, the activity was

organized in such a way that experimental campaigns were executed at the TIB-FIS-TECNLAS

Laboratory in Frascati, with well-defined purposes and a precise subdivision of the tasks;

integration of competences was made in order to obtain the best possible results.

The specific objectives of each campaign were defined in meetings with the groups

involved respectively in: filtration techniques (PAS-ISP-AMB, Casaccia, Rome), transmission

of the laser beam over long distances (FIAT-CRF, Turin), engineering of the system (FIAT-

CIEI, Turin). Examination of the results was conducted with the same aim of integration.

In the first series of tests, one of the main objectives was to validate both the experimental

facility and the aerosol sampling and analysis systems for the type of tests and type of particles

under study. In the course of the programmed experiences, some modifications were

consequently performed both in the facility and the operative procedures. As an example, the

exhaust duct was initially made of flexible corrugated hose (15 cm I.D.), in which the

transversal velocity profile was not sufficiently defined, and the relative data of the flowrate

values were rather variable. The flexible hose was therefore substituted by a rigid duct of the

same internal diarneter,thus obtaining better reliability and reproducibility for the aspiration
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flow data.

This report is concerned by data relative to the facility and the sampling arrangement in

the final configuration as validated; the data not characterized by sufficient reliability were

therefore excluded from the final exam-ination of the results.

1.2 MATERIALS AND MIETHODS

1.2.1 Experimental Facility

The tests were performed in an experimental facility designed and built to obtain reliable

measurements on the aerosol produced while cutting materials by means of a laser beam.

The cutting b ox (scheme of Figure .1) consists of a plexiglas parallelepiped'

of 1.4 xl.4 m base and 1.08 m high; because of the transparence of the walls it is possible to

observe the cutting in progress from outside. The box is sufficiently sealed to avoid both

aerosol contamination from the outside and possible exposure of the operators to toxic agents.

Al dimensions in centimetersSapigsc

Laser beam 3

CD

FIGURE .1 Scheme of the cutting box.

The laser cutting head and the system for moving te workpiece, protected against

sprayed material, are placed inside the box; the internal "free"volume is therefore of the order

of 1.5 in3 . This volume is optimal both in terms of aerosol dilution and time response of the

system in order to perform samplings in a reasonable period of time.

The cutting takes place approximately in the centre of the box by keeping the laser head

fixed and moving the workpiece.

A 57x57 cm absolute filter is placed on a lateral wall of the box; the aerosol suction takes
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place on the opposite wall through a 15 cm I.D. uniform duct made of rigid material, with

smoothed bends to limit aerosol losses. The aspiration is achieved by means of an adjustable
fan that permitted a constant flowrate during each test (4% mean variability). The sampling

section, equipped with isokinetic probes, is inserted at a distance of 415 cm from the box wall

through 'which the aerosol is sucked, approximately in the middle of a 4 m long rectilinear

horizontal sector of the exhaust duct.

A probe to monitor both temperature and flow velocity is placed in the sampling section, 

in the centre of the duct, recording data every 5 seconds. The flow velocity profile, measured

through the section of the duct, was flat except near the wall, and the difference between the

flow velocity mean value and that in the centre of the duct was always lower than 10%, on
average 6.5%. On the basis of this last data the flow velocity mean value for each test can be

derived, without great errors, from the measurements performed in the centre of the duct.

A CO2 laser (type LFA 2000), fast axial flow, prevalent mode TEMoo, manufactured

by VALFIVRE / ENEA-TB is used as the cutting machine. The focal length is 50 mm. The
cuttings were performed in gravity position by using nozzles of 1.3, 1.4 and 2.0 mm diameter,

with the focus on the workpiece surface, by keeping a nozzle-workpiece distance of the order of

lmm (mechanically fixed before each cutting).

The cuttings were carried out by using various assistant gases (Oxygen, purified Air,

Nitrogen) at pressures between 20 and 300 kPa, with cutting velocities from 15 to 220 cm/min

and laser beam power in the range 0.8-1.9 kW. The assistant gas was always measured in

terms of pressure; in the case Of 02 at a pressure of 150 kPa, with a nozzle diameter of 1.3 mm,

the relative flowrate is 75 liters/min (1pm). The cutting time was never shorter than 1 minute, to

allow the ventilation system to equilibrate, nor longer than 10 minutes to avoid instability and

inhomogeneity due to thermal deformation of the piece.

I.2.2 Instrumentation for Aerosol Measurements
The instrumentation used for aerosol sampling and measurements were:

- glass fibre filters, 47 mm diameter, running at 10 or 20 1pm, to measure the aerosol mass

concentration in the cutting box and in the sampling section;

- cascade impactors to evaluate the particle size distribution in aerodynamic range (particles

greater than 0.5 g~m diameter) and, in some cases, to measure the aerosol mass concentration.

In each stage of a cascade impactor particles of aerodynamic diameter greater than a certain

value are collected by inertia with a probability function that depends on the constructive

characteristics of the instrument and the flowrate. The value of aerodynamic diameter in
which the collection probability is 50% is defined as the stage cut-off. When it was possible

to assimilate the granulometric spectrum to a log-normal distribution the approximation was

adopted of considering as collected in an impactor stage all and only the particles of

aerodynamic diameter between the cut-off value of the stage itself and that of the
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stage preceding it in the flow line. Two types of impactors were used: SIERRA

mod.298 (8 stages plus back-up filter), running at 2 pm, having the following

cut-off values: 21.3, 14.8, 9.8, 6.0, 3.5, 1.55, 0.93, 0.52 ~.tm; ANDERSEN

MARK 1 (8 stages plus back-up filter), running at 28 pm, having the following

cut- off values: 11.0, 7.0, 4.7, 3.3, 2.1, 1.1, 0.7, 0.4 pim;

Condensation Nucleus Counter (CNC) (TS1 mod.3020), running at 0.3 1pm, to evaluate the

aerosol concentration in terms of number of aerosuspended particles. It is based on the

growth of submicronic particles, by condensation of alcohol, up to a diameter of about

10 ~im, in such a way that they become detectable by a photometric system. The nominal

particle size range is 0.02 - 1.0 ~im with a nominal maximum detectable concentration of

107 particles/cm 3. In the configuration used the instrument displayed and recorded data every

5 seconds;

- Piezobalance (PIEZO) (TS1 mod. 3500), running at 1 1pm, to measure the aerosol mass

concentration. It is based on the electrostatic precipitation of the particles onto a quartz

transducer that electronically weighs the collected mass. The nominal particle collection size

range is 0.01-10 lplm. The instrument can be operated for 24 seconds or 2 minutes

depending on the mass concentration to be measured, which, in any case, cannot

exceed 10 mg/in 3 (instrumental upper limfit);

- Diffusion Battery (DB), to evaluate the diffusive characteristic of the aerosol fine fraction

(particles lower than 0.5 ~im). It is composed of 6730 square section channels, 17 cm long,

0.79 mm 2 section each channel. The diffusion battery was used in series with

SIERRA 298 impactor, by inserting it before the impactor back-up filter; the flowrate

through the system was 2 pm. In addition, to evaluate the effect of particle interception at

the channel entrances, an element of the diffusion battery (6530 square section channel of

the same size but only 0.8 cm long) was positioned and operated like the above-mentioned

system diffusion battery-impactor;

- Electrical Aerosol Analyzer (EAA) (TSI mod.3030) to evaluate the number distribution of the

aerosuspended particles. This instrument is based on a process of charging the particles with

a unipolar charge and then measuring the mobility distribution of the charged particles. From

this data it is possible to obtain the particle number size distribution and the spectrum in terms

of surface and volume. The nominal particle size range is 0.0032-1.0 Jim, the maximum

detectable concentration 106 particlesm at 0. 1 Pmr.
.Each sampling point was equipped with a pump controlled by a feed-back system that

malntained the flowrate at the prefixed value.

1.2.3 Sampling Arrangement

Most of the samples were collected from the sampling section inserted in the exhaust duct,

as shown in Figure 1.2.
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1 HE RMOANE HM1 ER

mROM
CUT TING SAMPLING SEC~TION E XHAUST

Z ONE

C 5.3

SAMPLING

Box F

C 304 DILUTION~ BOX D 

PUMP PUMP PURIP ~~~~~~~~~~PUMP

A -SIERRA 298 impactor

B -SIERRA 298 impactor with a diffusion battery (D) inserted before the back-up filter

C - Reference SIERRA 298 impactor for diffusive characterization

F - Sampling filters

G - ANDERSEN MARK impactor

FIGURE 1.2 Aerosol sampling lines.

As the flow velocity in the exhaust duct was varied in the course of the tests

from 2.3 to 6.5 mls, only the instruments running at flowrates equal to or greater than 10 1pm
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(total filters and ANDERSEN impactor) were connected directly to the sampling section by

means of isokinetic probes. Instruments running at lower flowrates (i.e.the SIERRA 298

impactor) could not be connected directly because the inlet diameter of the isokinetic probe

would have to be too small and too many particles would have been lost. In order to overcome

this problem the C 5.3 sampling box was inserted, which could be filled with aerosol sampled

isokinetically from the sampling section at flowrates between 20 and 30 1pm, depending on the

number and type of instruments connected (see again figure 1.2).

The C 5.3 box is a cylinder 30 cm high, 15 cm I.D. (5.3 liters volume) equipped with a

slowly rotating fan to homogenize the aerosol. The flow velocity inside the C 5.3 box was then
reduced to values of the order of 1.9-2.8 crp/s and the samplings were performed directly at the

bottom of the box. 

The aerosol concentration in the sampling section reaches equilibrium with that in the

cutting box after about 5 seconds; the concentration in the C 5.3 box equates the concentration

in the sampling section with a delay of 0.5 minutes both in the filling and emptying phases. In

order to take this into account, all samplings performed in the sampling section, except when

otherwise indicated, started 15 seconds before the beginning of the cutting (to allow balancing

of the flowrates) and finished 30 seconds after cutting stops. The cutting time (never shorter

than one minute) was adopted as the reference time for calculating the aerosol concentrations.
Because of the very high aerosol concentration, a few instruments (CNC, PIEZO, EAA)

needed some kind of aerosol dilution to run correctly. In order to avoid modifying the structure

of the particulate (mainly formed by chain-like aggregates) an apparatus was built that dilutes the

aerosol without the use of orifices. It is based on sampling a known volume of aerosol and

then mixing it in a known volume of clean air; it is cubic in shape, 304 liters volume and, to

homogenize the aerosol concentration, is equipped with a slowly rotating fan (C 304 dilution

box of Figure 1.2). The aerosol is sampled.from the C 5.3 box at a pre-fixed flowrate (typically

1 pm); the flowrate and sampling time (normally shorter than the cutting time) determine the

dilution ratio. The C 304 dilution box is equipped with probes, positioned through a lateral

wall, to sample the diluted aerosol contained in the box.

By means of the CNC it is possible to measure the particle number concentration trend

inside the C 304 box, both in the course of the "filling" phase and during the 'decreasing" phase

of the particle number concentration due to deposition on the walls and coagulation.

Measurements by PIEZO and EAA were possible only in stationary conditions, when the

"filling" phase was concluded.

Some samplings were performed directly inside the cutting box, with the aim of evaluating

both the aerosuspended mass (by means of open-faced filters) and aerosol granulometry

(by SIERRA 298 impactor). To protect them from sprayed material from the cutting zone, in

these cases, the samplers were positioned as shown in Figure 1.3, at a distance of about 80 cm
from the generation point, approximately 90 cm above the base of the cutting box.
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CUTTING ZONE

ABSOLUTE-p SUTO
FI LT ER/

TOTAL FILTER

INLETS lA

FIGURE 1.3 Overview of the cutting box with indication of the total filter and

SIERRA 298 impactor sampling points.

1.2.4 Reliability of the Aerosol Measurements

The aerosol produced while cutting materials by means of high temperature techniques

have a complex morphology and a bimodal spectral structure as will be better shown i the

following. The problem of measurement reliability therefore arose and somne specific tests were

needed.

A series of 4 tests was performed with the purpose of comparing the concentration values

obtained in the sampling section (total filter and ANDERSEN impactor) with those in the C 5.3

box (total filters and SIERRA 298 impactor).
These tests were performed by cutting 4 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates at a

cutting velocity of 70 cmlmin for a cutting time of 2.5 minutes; the mean flow velocity in the

exhaust duct was 6.3 ns, the laser power 1400 W and the pressure of te assistant gas,

Oxygen, 200 kPa.

Each sampling by impactor was coupled with one by total filter, to evaluate the coherence

between the values obtained by the various instruments as well as those obtained in different

sampling points of the experimental facility. Data are listed in Table 1.1 i terms of ratios

between concentration values. On the average, losses of about 4% were noted between the

sampling section and the C 5.3 box. Losses of the order of 20% and 24% can be assigned to

the SIERRA 298 and ANDERSEN impactors, respectively. The ratio values in Table 1. 1 were

well reproducible with a standard deviation always lower than 5%. It must nevertheless be
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noted that in other conditions of cutting and ventilation the losses along the lines and in the

instruments could also be very different.

TABLE 1.1 Ratio, R, between aerosol mass concentrations measured in the different

points at the experimental facility by means of different instrumentations.

Instruments and sampling positions R

Filters from C 5.3 box 0.96

Filter, F, from sampling section

AINDERSEN from sampling sect. 0.76

Filter, F, from sampling section

SIERRA 2 1pm from C 5.3 box 0.80

Filters from C 5.3 box

The particle number concentration was evaluated by the CNC; this type of instrument

shows loss of detection efficiency (1,2) above all for particles of diameter less than 0.05 glm,

depending on the chemical and physical nature of the particles themselves; moreover, the

counting efficiency of the CNC for chaini-lke particles of such sizes is unknown. Nevertheless,

as will be shown in the following, the particles in question, because of coagulation, very rapidly

reach diameters in the range 0.05-0.5 gtm; one can thus consider the data furnished by the C

as sufficiently reliable for all the situations tested.

The aerosol mass concentration was evaluated by sampling on total filter and by means of

the piezobalance in the case of the diluted aerosol in the C 304 box. The piezobalance did not

show particular problems except a tendency to great scattering of data when running at the limnit

of its operational range.

The aerosol mass size distributions were evaluated by using the above-mentioned cascade

impactors. These instruments, which separate particles in function of their aerodynamic

characteristics, are normally calibrated with compact particles of regular shape, very often

spherical. In the case of chain-like particles, the granulornetric parameters obtained by this type

of instrument must be taken only as an indication of the inertial behaviour of these particles. In

addition, in most of the sampling performed, more than 50% of the mass was collected in the

final filter of the impactor and therefore the data processing normally used to obtaln the values of

median diameter and geometric standard deviation was inapplicable. In such cases it was



preferable to subdivide the particulate into three classes of dimensions, by calculating the

percentage in mass assigned to particles of equivalent diameter lower than 0.5 and 3.5 ~1m.

The typical operative flowrates of the ANDERSEN and SIERRA impactors make them

suitable to sample directly from the exhaust duct or from the C 5.3 box, respectively. Direct

comparison showed that between the results obtained by the two instruments no significant

difference exists. The greater facility of use and the possibility of better evaluating the

granulomnetric fractions greater than 3.5 ~.1m favoured use of the S[ERRA 298 impactor.

In the case of the Electrical Aerosol Analyzer the reconstruction of the granulomnetric

spectrum takes place through a function of unipolar charging that interprets electrical mobility

measurements. In the case of chain-like particles the reliability of such a charging function is

unknown. Some tests of validation, performed by sampling the same aerosol sequentially,

showed that the EAA, for this type of particle, provides very scattered data. In addition, after

some sequential measurements, a very fine particle mode was displayed by the instrument,

probably due to instrumental artifact. The conclusion of these validation tests was that the data

furnished by the EAA were not sufficiently reliable for this type of aerosol and therefore this

instrument was not used in the tests.

The dilution system based on the use of the C 304 box was validated by continuous

measurements performed by means of the CNC during the sampling phase and by comparing

measurements performed by the piezobalance in the C 304 box itself as well as by total filter in

the exhaust duct. As can be derived from Figure 1.4, where a typical trend is shown, the values

furnished by the CNC are well performable by the filling function:

C(t) = C ( 1 - e-f (t-to))

where:

C(t) = concentration in the C 304 box;

CO = concentration in the exhaust duct;
f = filling flowratel volume C 30.4 box;

to = line delay time.

It is therefore possible, by interpolating the values obtained by CNC during the filling

phase, to obtain an estimation of the particle number concentration in the exhaust duct and of the

line delay time, to, which was, on average, of the order of 0.5 minutes.

The ratio between the estimated concentration in the exhaust duct and that measured in

the C 304 box at the end of the filling phase, provides the particle number dilution ratio.

The ratio between the value of aerosol mass concentration measured in the exhaust duct by

total filter and that measured in the C 304 box (at the end of the filling phase) by the

Piezobalance, provides an independent estimation of the dilution ratio in terms of aerosol mass.

As can be observed in Figure 1.5 the values of the dilution ratios evaluated both in terms
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of number and mass, a-re coherent with a deviation of the order of 10%.
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FIGURE 1.4 Particle number concentration trend inside the C 304 dilution box during

the filling phase, as measured by CNC (test Pill).
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FIGURE 1.5 Mass and number dilution ratios in the C 304 dilution box.
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1.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1.3.1 Particle Morphology and Granulonietr

The observation, by means of a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), of the particulate

specially collected on mica foils placed in the cutting box had shown two types of particle:
spherical compact particles and cain-like aggregates composed of primary particles
having dimensions of some hundredths of micrometers; the different degree of agglomeration

seems to be the only difference among the aggregates. In order to better define such aerosol
characteristics, samiplings were carried out in te cutting box by means of SIERRA 298

impactors in parallel with samplings by total filters, following te miodalities already

described and reported in Figure .3. These samplings were performed in the course of 3 tests

(coded C2, C3 and C7) of the 8 carried out in the frame of the intercomparison

between European Laboratories (see the relative paragraph) with the following main

characteristics:

- material: SS AISI 304; plate thickness: 10 min;

- laser power: 1 kW; nozzle diameter: 1.4 mim;

- assistant gas: 02 at 140 kPa;

- cutting velocity: 15 c/iimi;

- cutting timne: 2.49 minutes;

- mean aspiration flowrate: 5.6 1-m3/mIn~.

An example of the mass differential spectra obtained in the course of the three tests is

shown in Figure 1.6. It is evident that a great portion of the mass is collected in the back-up

filter of the ipactor (particles of aerodynamic diameter lower than 0.52 im); in addition, the

spectrum has a bimodal aspect, with the first mode centred below 0.52 grnl and the second

between 10 and 20 ~im.

The data processing concerning the first mode is unreliable because the ipactor used is
not able to separate particles ower than 0.5 gril. The second mode can, instead, be interpolated

by a log-normal distribution as shown i the lower part of Figure .6. It must be mentioned,

however, that quantification of the second rnode is at least problematic, as will be better

specified later on. The numerical values concerning the second mode reported in the following

must therefore be considered as strongly dependent on the cutting and sampling procedure

adopted.
Table 1.2 shows data concerning the spectra analysis: an average of 70% of the total mass

sampled by the impactor was collected in the back-up filter. The st mode contains 79% of the

mass and 89% of this is composed of particles having an Aerodynaic Equivalent' Diameter

lower than 0.5 urn.
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TABLE 1.2 Granulomnetric data obtained by means of the SIERRA 298 ipactor

placed in the cutting box.

Test code C2 C3 C7 Mearn±S.D.

% of total mass for particles < 0.5 g.m 65 70 76 70 ± 6

1st mode

% of total mass in the l st mode 73 8 1 84 79 ± 6

% of 1 st mode mass for particles < 0.5 g.m 89 87 91 89 ± 2

2nd mode

% of total mass in the 2nd mode 27 19 16 21 ± 6

MIMAD (gmn) 15.5 14.8 16.2 15.5 ± 0.7

Geometric Standard Deviation (Sg) 1.64 1.60 1.64 11.63±0.02

As already mentioned, for the 2nd mode it is also possible to give the log-normal spectra

parameters; on an average the following values were obtained:

- Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter (MMvAD): 15.5 gtm;

- Geometric Standard Deviation (Sg): 1.63.

The granulometric determinations were integrated by systematic observations using a

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

In Figure 1.7 (a to h) eight SEM pictures are shown, typical of each stage of the impactor

in the three samplings (the pictures presented are relative to the C7 test). Two types of particles

can be clearly observed:

- spherical and compact particles, having density of about 5 g/cm3 (evaluated by comparing the

geometric with the aerodynamic diameter corresponding to the mean logarithmic value of the

cut-points of the relative stage). The mass collected in stages to 4 is mainly due to this

type of particle;

- irregular agglomerates of very fine particles (primary particles). These agglomerates prevail

from the 6th stage to the back-up filter ("Aerodynamic Equivalent" Diameter lower

than 3.5 urn).

The microscopic observations thus demonstrate that the two modes shown in Figure 1.6

are inherent to completely different types of particles: aggregates of very fine particles in the 1 st

mode; spherical and Opmpact particles in the 2nd.
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FIGURE .6 Differential granulometric distributioniof the bimodal spectrum (above)

and of the 2nd mode (below), as evaluated by the SIERRA 298 impactor placed in the

cutting box ( test C7).
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FIGURE .7a. SEM1 picture of particles collected in stage 1 of the ipacbor (cut-off

value: 21.3 tmn).

FIGURE .7b SEMI picture of particles collected in stage 2 of the ipactor (cut-off

interval: 14.8 - 21.3 iiii).
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FIGURE I.7c StElM picture of prticles collected in stage 3 of the imatr(cut-off

interval: 9.8 - 14 8 Ftrm).

FIGURE .7d. SEM picture of particles collected in stage 4 of the impactor (cut-off

interval: 6.0 - 9.8 ptrm).
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FIGURE .7e SEM picture of particles collected in stage 5 of the impactor (cut-off

interval: 3.5 - 60 pn).

FIGURE .7f SEM picture of particles collected in stage 6 of the impactor (cut-off

interval: 1.55 - 3.5 pim).
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FIGURE .7g SEM picture of particles collected in stage 7 of the impactor (cut-off

interval: 0.93 - 1.55 trn).

FIGURE 1.7h SEM picture of particles collected in stage 8 of the impactor (cut-off

interval: 0.52 - 0.93 tim).
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The origin of these two types of particles is also different: the aggregates are due to

coagulation of particles pnduced by condensation of vaporized material; the spherical and

compact particles are probably formed by material expelled in liquid formi during te cutting

process.

In the cutting box, in addition to the samplings performed by the impactor, other

samplings were carried out by means of an open-faced filter, oriented in such a way that sprayed

material from the cutting zone was avoided during the tests coded C3 and C7. The purpose of

these samplings was to show dhe influence of the sampling mode , above all onl the collection of

larger size particles.

Table .3 shows the aerosol mass concentration values, obtained by sampling from the

sampling section by means of total filter and from the cutting box by mneans of both total filter

and impactor. The data analysis leads to the following indications:

- the concentration measured in the cutting box by means of the impactor is coherent with that

measured by means of the total filter by taking into account the iipactor internal losses

experimentally determiined for the "I1st mode' particles (see Table 1.1), and considering the

losses of larger particles, as indicated by the manufacturer (3);

- the concentration measured by mneans of total filter in the sampling section is appreciably

lower than that measured in the cutting box;

- the concentration value in the sampling section is also lower (10-15 %) than that measured

in the cutting box, by considering the st mode alone. The losses along te aspiration line,

for aggr-egates, can therefore be quanitified in the order of 10-15%.

TABLE 1.3 Arosolnmass conicentration (mg/,n3 ) measurediithiesainpling section by

means of total filter and in the cutting box by total filter and SIERRA 298 impactor.

Test code C3 C7

Concentration in the sampling section by total filter 180 208

Concentration in the cuttingr box by total filter 268 328

Concentration in the cutting box by impactor 211 266

From these considerations one derives that the amount of the 2nd mode in the

granulometric spectra depends strongly on the sampling modality and the sampling point. Il

fact the data suggest that the 2nd mode of the spectra has been artificially truncated by the

sampling system and that, in raiily, t is much wider than reported; in addition it is possible to

deduce that the amount of the 2nd mode in the sampling section, which is a few meters from the

source and after only a few seconds of aerosol life, can be considered negligible at the flowrate
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values considered and by the aspiration system used. In fact, tests performed with te aim of
studying the efficacy of a local aspiration system showed that strong modifications of the
aspiration geometry and flowrate in the cutting zone can strongly influence the amount of

the 2nd mode in the sampling section (see the paragraph concerning the local aspiration tests).

This confirms the importance of quantifying and characterizing above all the aerosol

fraction composed of aggregates, which presents difficulties of abatement and filtration, and

distinguishing this fraction from that composed of compact particles, whose life appears to be

very short and, in any case, presents many minor difficulties of removal.

In the course of the cutting tests on AISI 304 stainless steel plates (thickness: 3 and 5 mrm)

and on Fe 43C carbon steel plates (thickness: 5 mmii) some sarrplings were performed in the

sampling section by means of the SIERRA 298 impactor to evaluate the aerosol size distribution

at this point of the experimental apparatus. The tests were carried out with laser power between

1400 and 1800 WV, by using different assistant gases (Oxygen,Air, Nitrogen) and an aspiration

flowrate in the 300-400 1m3/h range.
The results, in terms of the mass percentage in the main granulometric fraction, are listed

in Table .4. As can be observed, a mass fraction greater than 60% is collected in te

back-up filter of the ipactor (particles diameter < 0.5 jm.The fraction of particles greater

than 3.5 imi, imputable to the compact particles of the 2nd mode, contains on average, in the

case of AISI 304, a mass percentage lower than 5%. In the case of carbon steel this fraction is

slightly greater (about 7%), probably due to the greater amount of material removed from the

piece because of mechanical action (see later on).

TABLE 1.4 Granulometric data obtained by means of the SIERRA 298 impactor from

the sampling section in the course of tests using different assistant gases.

Assistant % of mass % of mass No of
Material gas concerning concerning tests

particles <0.5 im particles <3.5 ~im

AISI 304 02 77.5 ± 9.0 96.0 ± 2.9 6

AISI 304 AIR 83 100 1

AISI 304 N 2 85 100 1

Fe 43 C 02 80.5 ±6.4 93.5 ±0.7 2

It is therefore possible to affirm that the value of aerosol production per unit length of

cutting as measured in the sampling section, in the aspiration geometry used, at a flowrate

of 300-400 m 3/h1, has to be considered for the 95% in mass, as attributable to chain-like
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aggregates of very fine particles ( st mode of the spectrum).

An estimation of the diffusive mean diameter of the particles lower than 0.5 pm was

performed by inserting a diffusion battery before the back-up filter of a SIERRA 298 impactor

and by comparing the data with those obtained by a reference` impactor, as previously

mentioned and shown in Figure 1.2.

These tests were carried out by cutting AISI 304 stainless steel plates 5 mm thick, for a

cutting duration of 4 minutes, by using Oxygen as assistant gas (300 kPa pressure), with a

ventilatin flowrate of about 340 M3/h; the samplings were taken from the sampling section.

The diffusive equivalent mean mass diameter (for an imposed geometric standard deviation,

Sg=2) was 0.2-0.3 pim.

A parameter that permitted us to investigate the dimensional variations of the particles in

the various experimental situations is the diameter of average mass (4), which is not valid as

absolute value but allows us to show particle size modifications. The diameter of the average

mass is defined as the diameter of the spherical particle having the mean mass of the particles

and the same density.

In formulae:

Dine = (6m / R,,n) / 3 104

where:

Dine =diameter of average mass, pim;

m =mass concentration, g/m3 ;

=O particle density, g/cnm3;

n =number concentration, part./m 3.

As the particle density, R0 , is unknown, admitting that it could be defined for these types

of particle, an arbitrary value of 1 g/cm3 was assumed for calculations.

The values of Dine were obtained by simultaneous measurements of particle number

concentration (by CNC in the C 304 box) and aerosol mass concentration (by total filter in the

sampling section) and are therefore mainly connected to the spectral fraction composed by

aggregates.

Figure 1.8 presents the D,,, trend as a function of the aerosol production rate, p (g/min),

obtained by cutting stainless steel by Oxygen, Air and Nitrogen and carbon steel

by Oxygen. As can be observed, good correlation exists between Din, and production rate, p.

The data best fit by the least square method showed that the data are interpolated by the

function:

Dine = H (p)'/' with 1 = 0.274
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The data shown in the figure were obtained by sucking from the cutting box in the

configuration shown in Figure . 1 by using flowrate values in the range 300-400 m3Ih. The

specific value of H1 is presumed to be dependent on the facility and ventilation system.

The equivalent size of the agglomerated particles therefore seems to be a function of the

aerosol production rate, i.e. the number of primary particles produced in te cutting zone, rather

than the type of assistant gas used or other operational parameters. Because of the uncertainties

on the density, parameter De has not to be considered as a value of equivalent diameter, but

only proportional to it. The trend of Figure 1.8 is nevertheless probably valid for any other type

of particle dimensional parameter.
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p, production rate (g /min)

FIGURE 1.8 Trend of diameter of average mass (Dine) as a function of the aerosol
production rate.

With the aim of investigating the behaviour of the particles with time, the diluted aerosol

in the C 304 box was measured after the end of the sampling from the sampling section

every 5 seconds by CNC and every 2-5 minutes by PIEZO. The measurements were protracted

from 20 to 200 minutes, depending on the experience. Four-teen specific tests were performed

by cutting 3 and 5 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates using Oxygen, Air and Nitrogen as

assistant gases, and 5 and 6.4 mm carbon steel plates (Fe 42C and Fe 43C) using Oxygen as

assistant gas. The laser power ranged between 1000 and 1800 W and the cutting velocity

between 30 and 70 cmn/mmn.

From the data of particle number concentration obtained by CNC and the corresponding

values of aerosol mass concentration obtained from the PIEZO data interpolation curve, it was
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posbeto obtain the D,,-i trend with timne. In every case a significant increase of Din1e was

observed, as shown in the typical example of Figure 1.9. T1he qualitative analysis of the curves

showed that te increase of Dine depends onl its initial value and particle number concentration.

In addition, te variation of the slope with time depends on the decrease in particle concentration

and the increase of diameter values.

The tests have been performed at aerosol mass concentrations ranging from- 0.14

to 2.6 mng/ini3 and particle number concentrations between 90,000 and 320,000 particles/cmi3.
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FIGURE 1.9 Typical Dine trend with timie for the diluted aerosol inside the C 304 dilution

box (test FR22).

The particle number concentration decrease in the C 304 box is caused by coagulation,

deposit on the walls and suction of the instruments performing te measurements. In order to

obtain information about the mean value of the coagulation coefficient, te decrease of te

number concentration recorded between two measurements by CNC was corrected by the

decrease of the mass concentration derived from the data furnished by the Piezobalance. For

each timne interval (between 1 and 5 minutes) the mean value of the coagulation coefficient, K,

was therefore calculated onl the basis of the Srnoluchowski equation (5):

dN/dt = - K/2 N 2

Unfortunately the data furnished by the piezobalance were affected by remarkable

variability and it was therefore impossible to obtain reliable single data about K and its
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variation with time.

For each test the average of the K values was therefore calculated, shown in Figure .10,

as a function of the mean Dine value. As can be observed, the data, even if very scattered, show

a clear decreasing trend when the Dine increases. The K values obtained ranged from

about 80. 10.10 cm 3/s, at the lower Dine values, to about 20.10-10 CM3/s at greater Dine values.
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FIGURE 1. 10 Mean values of the coagulation coefficient, K, as a function of Dine.

Some tests were carried out with the aim of investigating the size modifications due to
coagulation for a highly concentrated aerosol. The tests were performed by cutting AISI 304

stainless steel plates, without ventilation, and by measuring the aerosol size distribution in the

cutting box up to 20 minutes after cutting stops. In a first series of tests the electrostatic charges
on the plexiglas walls of the cutting box contributed to the formation of very long chain-like

aggregates of particles that made the data obtained unreliable. The subsequent tests were

therefore preceded by an accurate antistatic treatment of the walls.

Figure .11 shows the Mass Median Aerodynamfic Diameter (MMAD) trend with time as

evaluated by means of 3 SIERRA 298 impactors placed in the cutting box and activated

sequentially. The test was performed by cutting a 5 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plate

for 0.5 minutes at a cutting velocity of 70 cmn/min; the aerosol concentration at the end of the
cutting was 1.4 g/m3 .

As can be derived from the figure, the MMAD was about 0.4 g~m at the beginning of the

test, 1.4 pgm at 6.5 minutes and 1.6 g~m at 12.5 minutes; the rapid increase of particle size with

time is then evident, in the case of a highly concentrated aerosol.

Another test was performed, again without ventilation, by using Air as assistant gas in
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order to reduce the initial aerosol concentration by maintaining the other parameters constant. At

the concentration obtained (70 mg/rn 3), 20 minutes after the end of cutting te MMAD was

still lower than 0.5 pim and the percentage of particles lower than such value was in the

range 88-99%.
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FIGURE 1. 11 MMAD trend with time (sampling time: 0.5 minutes).

It is thus possible to affirm that the measured aerosol size distribution of this type of

particle depends on the aerosol life time and the concentration at which it is maintained.

I.3.2 Aerosol Production and Slag

A series of tests was carried out to investigate the effect of the various parameters on the

mass of aerosol and slag produced per unit length of cutting.

The parameters considered in the tests were: laser power, type and pressure of the

assistant gas, cutting velocity, plate thickness. Almost all the tests were performed by cutting

AISI 304 stainless steel plates; some tests were per-formed, for comparison, by cutting carbon

steel plates (Fe 42C and Fe 43C).

The tests were carried out in the configuration showed in Figure 1.1, by sucking from the

cutting box at flowrates between 300 and 400 M3/h.

The values of aerosol production were calculated from the measurements performed in the

sampling section by means of total filter. Such values are therefore referred mainly to the

l1st mode (on average 95% in mass) of the granulometric spectrum, that is to say, the aggregated

particles.
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The mass lost by the plate was evaluated by weighing the plate before and after cutting,

without detaching the attached slag. Since the mass collected as aerosol never exceeded 10% of
the mass lost by the plate, the mass lost can be considered as an indication of te mass of slag

produced.

The kerf width was calculated from the value of mass lacking from the plate, after

removing slag; i.e. by calculating the lack of volume, by considering a steel density

of 7.8 g/CM 3. This procedure was adopted because it was not possible to measure directly, in

a reliable manner, the kerf width because of the thermal deformations of the piece during the

cutting. The mean kerf width resulted, in the case of AISI 304 stainless steel as 1.0-1.2 mm

for 4-5 mm thick plates; in the case of 6.4 mm thick carbon steel plates (Fe 42C) it was, instead,

of the order of 13-1.6 mm.

In this analysis, as already mentioned, only the cuttings that lasted more than 1 minute
were taken into account; this choice was made to allow the system to equilibrate and reduce the

effect of the initial phase of the cutting. This phase in fact was critical, because almost all the

cuttings have been initiated without the drilled invitation" hole.

The cutting performed on AISI 304 stainless steel plates furnished well reproducible data:

with the same parameters, the aerosol production variability was of the order of 10% and that

of the mass lost by the plate of the order of 15% . In the case of the carbon steel the cutting

was much more irregular (probably because of the strong reaction with the Oxygen) and the data

variability was of the order of 30-40%.

The values of aerosol production and mass removed from the plate per unit length of

cutting showed no significant trend with the laser power in the range 1000- 1900 W, in cutting

3, 5, 8 and 10 mm thick plates with Oxygen as assistant gas. Figure . 12 shows, as an

example, the trend with the laser power of the aerosol production and the mass removed from

the plate per unit length of cutting, concerning cuttings on 3 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel

plates.
The effect of the assistant gas (Oxygen) pressure is instead shown in Figure 1. 13. As can

be obser-ved, the amount of aerosol produced increases slowly with pressure (1.6 g/m at 20 kPa

to 2.2 g/m at 300 kPa), while the values of mass removed from the plate show no definite trend.

The effect of the cutting velocity has been tested by cutting 3, 5, 8 and 10 mm thick

AISI 304 stainless steel plates; the laser power was 1000- 1900 W, nozzle diameter 13-1.4 mm

and assistant gas, Oxygen at a pressure of 130-200 kPa. In Figure 1.14 and .15 the values

concerning the tests performed with comparable experimental parameters are reported. It must

be mentioned that only data concerning cuttings completely passing through the plate are shown

in the figures; for example, when cutting 8 mm thick plates, at a velocity of 140 cm/mmn,

the cutting was only partial for 20% of its length. Another note to be made is that the cutting

passed through 3 mm plates at a velocity of 220 cm/min, but with remarkable resolidification;

therefore the data of aerosol production is shown in Figure 1. 14 but that of mass removed from
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FIGURE .12 Mass of aerosol produced and mass removed from the plate per

unit length of cutting, versus laser power (assistant gas: 02 at 200 ka; cutting
velocity: 30 cm; plate thickness: 3 m).
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Figure 1.13 Mass of aerosol produced and mass removed from the plate per unit

length of cutting, as a function of the assistant gas (Oxygen) pressure (cutting

velocity: 70cm/mm; laser power: 1800-1900OW; plate thickness: 3 mm).
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FIGURE .14 Mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting versus cutting

velocity for 4 different plate thicknesses.
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FIGURE .15 Mass removed from the plate per unit length of cutting versus cutting

velocity for 2 different plate thicknesses.
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the plate is omitted in Figure 1. 15.

As can be derived from Figure 1.14 the effect of the cutting velocity depends on plate

thickness. A reduction in the amount of aerosol produced is more pronounced with thicker

plates. n fact, while for 3 mm plates, the aerosol decrease is neglible, for 5 mm plates

the decrease is about 30% between 30 and 140 cm/min, and, for 8 mm plates the reduction

is 25% between 30 and 70 cm/min.

As can be observed in Figure 1.15 (in which only data for 3 and 5 mm thick plates are

reported) also the value of the removed mass decreases when the velocity increases, with a

gradient that depends on plate thickness.

The aerosol production rate (amount of aerosol produced per unit of time) versus cutting

velocity (Figure 1. 16) has a trend that depends on plate thickness: the ratio between the aerosol

generation rates at 0 and 30 cm/min is 2.5 for 3 mm plates, 2.1 for 5 mm plates and 1.8 for

8 mm plates.
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FIGURE . 16 Mass of aerosol produced per unit of time versus cutting velocity

for 4 different plate thicknesses (assistant gas: 02 at 130-200 kPa; laser power:

1000-1900 W).

The mass of aerosol produced and the mass removed from the plate per unit length of

cutting are shown in Figures 1. 17 and 1. 18 as a function of plate thickness for 4 different

cutting velocities. The increase of aerosol production with plate thickness is progressively less

pronounced with increasing cutting velocity. In addition, at the same cutting velocity, the

increase of aerosol production is progressively less pronounced when increasing plate thickness.
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FIGURE 1.17 Mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting versus the plate

thickness for 4 different cutting velocities (assistant gas: 02 at 130-200 kPa; laser power:

1000-1900 W).
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FIGURE .18 Mass removed from the plate per unit length of cutting versus plate

thickness for 4 different cutting velocities (assistant gas: 02 a 130-200 kPA; laser power:

1 000- 1900 W).
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The values of mass removed show a less definite trend as a function of the various

cutting velocities, but show an evident increase with increasing plate thickness. For 10 mm

plates poor beam focalization caused (at 30 cm/mml cutting velocity) a widening of te cutting

underneath the plate and a high mean value of mass removed (170 g/m).

One of the factors that most influences the production of effluents is the type of assistant

gas; Oxygen, purified Air and Nitrogen have been tested for 3 and 5 mm plate thickness,

at 1200-1900 W laser power and 150-200 kPa gas pressure.

Figure 1. 19 and 1.20 display a great reduction in aerosol production in the case of cutting

AISI 304 stainless steel plates 3 and 5 mm thick respectively. By using Air or Nitrogen instead

of Oxygen it is possible to obtain on average a reduction of about a factor of 7 in aerosol

production. It must nevertheless be noted that cutting efficacy, by maintaining the other

parameters constant, decreases progressively from Oxygen to Air to Nitrogen; for example, it
was not possible to cut the 5 mm plate with Nitrogen. The value of maximum velocity for

which it was possible to obtain a cutting completely passing through the plate has been taken as

an indicator of cutting effectiveness. Somne preliminary tests performed on AISI 304 stainless

steel plates showed that the use of Air instead of Oxygen as assistant gas implies, at the same

laser power, a reduction in cutting effectiveness by a factor of about 2-4.

Also the values of the mass removed from the plate decrease when cutting by Air instead

of Oxygen, as shown in Figure 1.21, in which the values concerning 5 mm thick AISI 304

stainless steel plates are reported: on average, the reduction obtained was of the order of a factor

of 1-2.5.

In general, when the mass of aerosol increases the mass removed from the plate increases

too: nevertheless the correlation between these two values is not very strong. Figure 1.22 shows

the trend of the ratio between the mass of aerosol produced (), and the mass removed from the

plate (M) as a function of (M), when cutting AISI 304 stainless steel plates. When M increases

the ratio m/M tends to reduce. For values of M up to 30 g/m, in the case of cutting by Air as

assistant gas, the ratio value is lower than 5% compared to a ratio value of 10- 20% in the case

of cutting by Oxygen. It is important to remember that the mass of aerosol refers to oxides

while the mass removed from the plate refers to metals: therefore, the aerosol metal content is

about 12 with respect to the percentages just mentioned (see paragraph on elemental

composition).

In the case of carbon steel the investigation was less systematic with respect to stainless

steel, also because the already mentioned lower reproducibility of data made it difficult to show

the effect of the various parameters. A series of tests were nevertheless performed to compare

the results with those obtained by cutting AISI 304 stainless steel plates.

The particle structures were very similar both for carbon and stainless steel: also in this

case a bimodal structure was observed with the st mode composed by very fine primary

particles.
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FIGURE .19 Mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting versus cutting velocity

for different assistant gases (3 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates).
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FIGURE 1.20 Mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting versus cutting velocity

for 2 different assistant gases (5 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates).
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FIGURE .21 Mass removed from the plate per unit length of cutting versus cutting
velocity for 2 different assistant gases (5 mm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates).
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FIGURE .22 Ratio between the mass of aerosol produced (in)and the mass lost by the
plate (M) versus the mass lost by the plate.
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Figure 1.23 shows data obtained by cutting 5 mm thick Fe 42 C carbon steel plates by

using 1250-1800 W as laser power and Oxygen and Air as assistant gases at a pressure of

100-150 kPa. The data concerning cuttings on AISI 304 stainless steel plates, performed in

comparable conditions, are also reported for comparison.
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4 0
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2-
A

0- 
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FIGURE 1.23 Mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting versus cutting

velocity for 2 different plate materials (AIS1 304 and Fe 42 C) and 2 different assistant

gases (plate thickness: 5 mm).

It is possible to note that the mass of aerosol produced per unit length of cutting is

systematically lower in the case of cutting carbon steel with respect to stainless steel; precisely
of a factor from 1.2 to 3.2 in the case of cutting by Oxygen and of about 2.6 in the case of

cutting by Air.

The mass removed from the plate, even if with great variability of data, resulted instead

greater in the case of cutting carbon steel plates, on average by a factor of 2.

Finally, it must be observed that the cutting efficacy decreasing from Oxygen to Air to

Nitrogen is much more pronounced for carbon steel than for stainless steel.

1.3.3 Aerosol Elemental Composition

The elemental composition was determined by two methods: Atomic Absorption

Spectroscopy (AAS) and Energy Dispersive X- Ray Analysis (EDAX).

In the AAS technique (6) the sample to analyse is solubilized and then converted to atomic

vapour by a flame or electrothermal heating. The percentage of absorption through the vapour
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of a specific monochromatic light line is proportional to the atomic concentration of the element

in question. Because of the complexity of the samples, chemical and physical interferences
might be possible; in order to reduce these effects as much as possible the Standard Addition

Method was used, that is based on the addition of a known quantity of standard to the sample

and then measuring it again (three or four times) with the added aliquots of the standard.

A mixture of HCl and HNO3 (in the ratio 3: 1) was used as solvent for the samples, with

dissolving times longer than four hours, at a tempetature of the order of 100- 150 C. Problems

of solubilization arose for samples of slag and for the spherical compact particle fraction; a sort

of passivation of the sample prevented the complete solubilization and the data obtained were

consequently unreliable.

The EDAX technique (7) is based on the spectrometry of the X radiation emitted by atoms

excited by an electron beam. This method is not sufficiently reliable for light elements, because

of the emission of electrons in competition (Auger effect); in our case this effect prevented

reliable evaluation of the Oxygen content. In addition, the radiation background did not permit

us to detect the minor components of the sample.

The thin conductive film which in some cases must cover the sample, its insufficient

planarity and the sometimes great interference with the elements contained in the support,

contributed to reduce analysis precision; the EDAX analysis was therefore limited to Fe, Cr

and Ni.

It must be noted, in the end, that because of the auto-absorption of the low energy

X radiation, the EDAX analysis is in reality performed on a thin superficial layer of the sample

and, therefore, the direct comparison with data obtained by AAS analysis, which instead

concerns the sample in toto", was not always possible.

With the purpose of investigating the differences in the elemental composition of particles

as a function of their size, analyses were performed by EDAX on the particulates collected in the

various stages of the impactors during the cutting tests on AISI 304 stainless steel plates by

using Oxygen as assistant gas. The samplings were carried out both from the C 5.3 box

(sampling section) and in the cutting box, without finding any significant difference.

Table .5 reports typical data obtained by EDAX analysis. For each stage of the

SIERRA 298 impactor, four analyses were performed, except for the back-up filter for which,

because of technical limitations, only one analysis was performed. In stages 1 to 5 the analysis

was performed on single compact particles; in stages 6 to 9 on deposits of aggregated particles.

The great variability of data concerning stages 1 to 5 could be attributed, besides the

already mentioned uncertainties of analysis, to the presence of aggregates on the surface of the

compact particles. The last row of Table 5 shows the values of the Fe, Ni and Cr content of

the bulk material, obtained by the same method. As can be noted composition of the

compact particles, even if data indicates a certain variability, is not far from that of the bulk

material.
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TABLE 1.5 Aerosol composition in terms of metal content, obtained by EDAX on the

different stages of the SIERRA 298 impactor (test A3, sampling number 1).

S tage Upper Fe Ni Cr

number limnit Ni/Fe Cr/Fe

(% ± S. D.) (% ± S. D.) (% ± S.D.)

I - 76.2 ± 4.7 11.0 ± 3.1 12.8 ± 6.5 0.14 0.17

2 21.3 71.8 ± 6.0 4.3 ± 2.9 23.9 ± 8.7 0.06 0.33

3 14.8 75.3 ± 2.9 9.6 ± 1.0 16.1 ± 3.8 0.11 0.21

4 9.8 74.7 ± 3.0 8.6 ± 1.6 16.7 ± 2.9 0.11 0.22

5 6.0 73.5 ± 1.2 7.2 ± 2.9 19.3 ± 2.6 0.10 0.26

All data Mean 74.3 ± 3.8 7.9 ± 3.1 17.8 ± 6.1 0.10 0.24

i to value ±0.04 ±0.08

6 3.5 68.5 ± 0.6 17.4 ± 14 14.2 ± 1.1 0.25 0.21

7 1.55 61.5 ± 0.5 27.9 ± 0.6 10.6 ± 0.4 0.45 0.17

8 0.93 64.9 ± 0.6 24.5 ± 0.1 10.7 ± 0.5 0.38 0.16

9 0.52 66.5 23.1 10.4 0.35 0.16

All data Mean 65.3 ± 3.0 23.2 ± 4.4 11.5 ± 1.8 0.36 0.17

6 to9 value ±0.08 ±0.02

Bulk material 71.0 ± 0.5 9.5 ± 0.3 19.5 ± 0.2 0.13 0.27

±0.01 ±0.0 1

The elemental composition of aggregates is, instead, significantly different in comparison

with the bulk material. It is possible to note in fact, an increase of a factor of about 2 of the Ni

content and an analogous decrease in the Cr content. This differentiation is graphically well

represented in Figure .24, in which the mean values obtained by EDAX analysis on the

particulate collected in stages 4 to 9 of the SIERRA 298 impactor, in the course of another test

(test P11, impactor C), are reported.
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FIGURE 1.24 Fe, Cr and Ni content in the bulk material and in various particulate

fractions (EDAX onl the bulk material and on the stages of the SIERRA 298 impactor C,

test PI1).

Figure 1.25 instead shows three typical X ray spectra concerning the bulk material

(spectrum a), compact particles (spectrum b) and aggregates (spectrum c); they refer to the

same sampling as Figure 1.24. The three spectra are relative to the same effective counting

time (100 live seconds). The main emission lines of Cr, Fe and Ni are marked and

identified in the graph; the lines not marked on the right of each main line refer to secondary

emissions of the elements identified. It can be noted that, while spectra a) and b) are very

similar, spectrum c) is very different because of the decrease of the Cr and the increase of

the Ni peak. It is also possible to note, in spectra b) and c) (relative to the particulate),

a considerable increase, above all at lower energies, of the background due to interferences of

various origin.

The AAS analyses concerning the particulate collected in the impactor stages furnished

very inconstant data, except those relative to the back-up filter (fine fraction of the particulate).

The variability can be justified by the fact that often the mass collected was very scarce and

sometimes at the lower lim-it of the method..

Because of these limitations the data summarized in Table 1.6 refer only to AAS analyses

on impactor back-up filters and total filters in tests performed by cutting AISI 30.4 stainless
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FIGURE 1.25 Typical X-ray spectra in EDAX analysis concerning the bulk material (a),

compact particles (b) and aggregates (c) (impactor C, test PU1).
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TABLE .6 Aerosol elemental composition, obtained by AAS on the impactor back-up
filters (b.u.) and total filters (t.f.), concerning various cutting tests.

Test Sample % Fe % Ni % Cr % Mn Metals

code weighing

PI b. u. 70.6 19.0 10.4 - 0.55

t. f. 71.4 17.3 11.3 - 0.60

PH b. u. 71.7 17.3 11.0 - 0.55

t.f. 68.5 21.5 10.0 - 0.53

Al b. u. 69.1 21.8 9.1 - 0.52

A4 b. u. 72.5 18.0 9.5 - 0.53

t. f. 71.0 19.7 9.3 - 0.59

A5 t.f. 70.6 20.1 9.4 - 0.58

A6 t.f. 70.2 20.6 9.2 - 0.56

cl1 t. f. 60.4 23.9 13.1 2.7 0.57

C4 t.f. 59.0 24.8 13.0 3.2 0.55

C5 t.f. 58.7 24.1 14.0 3.3 0.55

C7 t.f. 57.6 24.7 14.3 3.3 0.54

LA6 t. f. 64.4 19.3 11.3 5.1 0.52

LA14 t.f. 65.1 20.2 10.4 4.3 0.65

LA15 t. f. 64.9 20.1 10.6 4.5 0.63

Bulk material 71.4 9.3 19.3 - -

steel with Oxygen as assistant gas, at a ventilation flowrate in the range 300-400 m 3/h; the

samples were collected in the sampling section.

In the first tests the analyses were limited to Fe, Ni and Cr while in the last the quantity of

Mn was also determined. Therefore, a certain dishomogeneity exists between the first and

second part of the table as, up to the test coded A6, the percentages were calculated on the total

mass of three elements (Fe, Ni, Cr); from the test coded Cl, on the total mass of four elements

(Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn).

In the tests coded PI, P11 and Al four samplings were performed (three in Al1) in parallel

with impactors, following the modalities indicated in Figure 1.2. The data obtained by AAS,

relative to the back-up filters, were very similar in each test and therefore in Table 1.6 only the

mean values in terms of metal content are reported.

In tests PI, P11 and A4 it was possible to compare the data concerning the total filter with
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that relative to the impactor back-up filter. As can be derived from the table no significant.

differences were found in terms of metal content. This is in accordance with what is mentioned

in the paragraph relative to aerosol granulometry, that is, the aerosol sampled by total filter in the

sampling section, at the indicated operative conditions, is mainly composed of aggregated fine

particles.

The composition of the bulk material as indicated in the last row of the table was obtained

by means of AAS on samples of the stainless steel normally used.

In spite of a certain variability, the data indicate an enrichment of the Ni content

from 9.3% in the bulk material to 17-25% in the aerosol, and a reduction of the Cr from 19.3%

in the bulk material to 9-15% in the aerosol. These results are in good agreement with

those obtained by means of EDAX analyses on the particle fine fractions (see Table 1.5 and

Figures 1.24 - .25).

The Mn content has been found variable in the range 2.7-5. 1%, compared to a content of

about 2% in the AISI 304 stainless steel (value cited in literature (8), not measured by AAS).

Nevertheless the difficulties connected with the quantification of the mninor components must be

recalled.

In the last column of Table 1.6, the ratio between the sum of metals determined by

AAS and the total mass obtained by weighing the sample, is reported. This ratio varies

between 0.52 and 0.65 and is then systematically lower than the value (for oxides) of the

stechiometric ratio between the mass of metals and total mass (0.70 for Fe20 3, 0.68 for Cr20 3,

0.75 for NiO). No valid explanation was found for this discrepancy.

The analyses on samples collected during the cutting tests performed by using Nitrogen

and Air as assistant gases furnished less reiiable quantitative values, because of the exiguity of

the collected mass. Notwithstanding this, both the analyses by AAS and EDAX showed the

same tendencies towards an enrichment of the Ni content and a reduction in the Cr content.
These data therefore suggest the conclusion that the aerosol fraction composed of compact

particles of larger size remains substantially of the same composition as the bulk material

(EDAX analysis), while that composed of aggregates of fine particles has a marked variation

(analysis by EDAX and AAS). The two spectral modes shown in the paragraph relative to the

aerosol granulometry are different then, not only for the morphology of the particles, but also as

to their content in elements.

The AAS analysis on the slag, both that collected in the cutting box and that attached to the

plate, furnished unreliable data, because of the already mentioned solubilization problems. The

EDAX analyses showed great variability of data. Table 1.7 reports, as an example, the results

obtained by examining slag collected during a cutting test on an AISI 304 stainless steel plate

using Air as assistant gas (test coded FR 19).

The variability is very strong; in fact the Fe content is in the range 35-89%, that of Ni in

the range 4-58% and that of Cr in the range 4-28%. The different compositions shown in
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TABLE 1.7 EDAX analysis on slag samples (test FR 19).

Sample Element content

No

% Fe % Ni % Cr

1 88.8 4.3 6.9

2 69.6 24.7 5.7

3 51.7 36.8 11.5

4 35.2 58.0 6.8

5 63.1 33.3 3.6

6 63.6 8.6 27.8

Table .7 correspond to different morphological structures; one can hypothesize some types of

elemental superficial differentiation in the resolidification phase. The data obtained are in every

case not usable for a statistical evaluation of the slag elemental composition. The lack of reliable

information about that has therefore prevented any possibility of metal content balance between

aerosol, slag collected in the cutting box and slag attached to the plate.

1.3.4 Effect of Local Aspiration on the Aerosol Concentration in the Cutting Box and

on the Measurement of Effluents

The elevated aerosol concentration in the area where the cutting occurs causes

contamination on surfaces exposed to the effluents. A series of tests was therefore performed to

investigate the possibility of reducing the aerosol concentration in the ambient where the cutting

takes place by using a system of local aerosol aspiration close to the source. A second aim of

the tests was to study the effect of the cutting zone geometry and the aspiration system on the

reliability and repeatibility of the measured values of aerosol production per unit length of

cutting.

The tests were carried out by means of the already described experimental facility, two

thirds of those with some modification of geometry and ventilation. In order to test the

effectiveness of local particle removal, a funnel-shaped aspiration system was positioned under

the plate being cut as schematized in Figure 1.26. The funnel is joined to the plate and moves

with it while the laser beam remains in a fixed position. The aspiration takes place laterally from

the anterior part of the funnel by means of a flexible hose (.D. = 10 cm) connected to the

exhaust aspiration system in which the sampling section is inserted. The funnel volume is

0.0275 in3 , therefore very small in comparison to that of the cutting box (about 1.5 in3 ).
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FIGURE 1.26 Scheme of the cutting box with the funnel-shaped local aspiration system

in place.

A plan and side view of the system are shown in Figure 1.27 The plate to be cut

(30 x 58 cmn) did not entirely cover the upper part of the funnel (46.7 x 46.7 cm): two surfaces,

before and behind the plate, were left open but could be covered by means of two suitable

covers. The tests were performed by sucking only through the slot (0.2 - 0.5 cm) around the

rim of the funnel, when the covers were in place, otherwise through the rear opening (285 cm-2)

and/or the front opening (495 cm 2).

These arrangements permitted us to vary the ventilation velocity in the cutting zone,

substantially modifying the local flowrate.

The various modalities of aspiration (aspiration mode) adopted in these series of tests are

listed in Table 1.8. In order to obtain information about the aerosol concentration during the

tests, the following devices were set uip:

- glass fibre filters, 47 mm diameter, to measure the total aerosol concentration in the

sampling section; the isokinetic samplings were performed at a flowrate of 10 pm;

- glass fibre filters, 47 mm diameter, to measure the total aerosol concentration in the cutting

box outside the funnel system; samplings were performed at a flowrateof 20 pm with

an open-faced filter when a low concentration was foreseen (tests LA - LA9) and a

flowrate of 10 1pm by means of two filters running in parallel in the other cases

(tests LAlO - LA 16).
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presented in the paragraph concerning the aerosol morphology and granulornetry. The sampling

devices were positioned in the cutting box as indicated in Figure 1.3.
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TABLE .8 Aspiration mode in local aspiration tests.

1: funnel in place, aspiration from the funnel, front and rear cover in place

2: funnel in place, aspiration from the funnel, only front cover in place

3: funnel in place, aspiration from the funnel, without additional covers

4: funnel in place, aspiration from above the plate close to the laser head,without

additional covers

5: funnel in place without additional covers, aspiration from the cutting box

6: funnel not in place, aspiration from the cutting box

The main common parameters of the tests are listed in Table .9.

TABLE .9 Main common parameters of the local aspiration tests.

Number of tests :16

Mateial :stainless steel AISI 304

Plate thickness :4 mmn

Nozzle diameter :1.3 mm

Laser power :1700 W

Assistant gas 0 2 at 150 kPa, 75 pm (except LA2 test at 80 kPa)

,Cutting velocity :30 cm/mim

Sixteen tests were carried out by modifying, as specified in Table 1. 10, both the aspiration

mode and the flowrate. The cutting time was varied between 2 and 6 minutes according to the

need for samplings suitable for correct gravimetric determinations without overloading the

filters.

The aerosol concentrations measured in the sampling section and in the cutting box are

reported in TableI1.11. The aerosol concentration measured in the cutting box from tests LAlO

to LA16 is the average of the values obtained by means of the two already mentioned filters

running at 10 pm.

As can be observed, in the case of the last 5 cuttings (LA 12 to LA 16), performed without

the funnel (aspiration mode 6), the aerosol concentration measured in the cutting box is very

close to that mc,- wi-ed in the exhaust duct.

In tests LA l to LA8, in which the aspiration from the funnel was made (aspiration mode

1, 2, 3) the ratio between the concentration measured in the exhaust duct, A, and that measured

in the cutting box , B, was always greater than 1. This was caused by both a more elevated
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TABLE 1. 10 Parameter values and aspiration mode used during the local aspiration

tests.

Test Cutting Cutting Aspiration Flow

code time le ngo-th mode rate

(min) (cm) (M3/h)

LA 1 6.00 180 1 319

LA 2 5.25 157.5 1 302

LA 3 5.00 150 2 323

LA 4 5.03 151 3 344

LA 5 3.03 91 1 148

LA 6 3.03 91 2 149

LA 7 4.00 120 2 2 36

LA 8 5.00 150 27 297

LA 9 3.00 90 4 325

LA10 2.50 75 5 324

LAIll 3.00 90 5 324

LA12 2.50 75 6 315

LA13 3.00 90 6 329

LA14 3.00 90 6 296

LA15 2.50 75 6 236

LA16 2.00 60 6 146

concentration in the sampling section and, above all, by a drastic reduction of the particulate in

the cutting box.

The ratio values, A/B, are functions of both the aspiration mode and the flowrate; this is

evident by observing Figure 1.28 in which the aerosol concentration ratio values concerning this

three aspiration modes are reported as a function of the flowrate. From the same figure it can

also be derived that, at the same flowrate, the ratio decreases when the aspiration section

opening, S, increases (S for mode 1 < S for mode 2 < S for mode 3).

Aspiration mode 1 was the most efficacious in reducing aerosol dispersion in the cutting

box (the aerosol concentration in the cutting box is at least two orders of magnitude lower than

that measured without local aspiration, which was, as can be derived from Table 1. 11, of the

order of 200 mg/rn3 ); this mode is indicative of the great advantages obtainable by using

strongly localized aspiration system when cutting larger size plates and whenever it is possible
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TABLE 1. 11 Aerosol concentration data obtained in the course of the local aspiration

tests.

Aerosol concentration (g/rn 3)

Test Aspiration A/B

code mode A B

Sampling section Cutting box

LA12 6 200 185 1.08

LA13 6 200 192 1.04

LA14 6 200 207 0.97

LAlS5 6 240 255 0.94

LA16 6 345 404 0.85

LAI. 1 718 < 1 > 700

LA2 1 509 < 1 > 500

LA5 1 607 1.7 357

LA3 2 604 1 600

LA6 2 340 37 9.5

LA7 2 272 6.3 43

LA8 2 316 1 316

LA4 3 444 32 13.9

LA9 4 227 95 2.4

LA10 5 184 338 0.54

LA1 l 5 173 349 0.50

to realize almost complete containment.

Aspiration mode 3 suggests that, in cutting small pieces, one can obtain a considerable

advantage by using local aspiration even without total containment: in fact, a reduction of about

a factor of 5 can be obtained when a suitable flowrate is adopted.

Aspiration mode 2 represents an intermediate situation. In this case, as the aerosol
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FIGURE .28 Ratio between the concentration measured in the exhaust duct (A) and in

the cutting box (B) for different aspiration modes.

concentration was always measurable, an indication of the critical importance of the flowrate

was obtained. In fact, in the cutting box, with respect to the aerosol concentration measured in

the tests without local aspiration (mode 6 of Table 1. 1 1), one obtains a reduction of about a

factor of 5 at a flowrate of 150 m 3/h (test LA6) and of about a factor of 200 at a flowrate equal

or greater than 300 m 3/h (tests LA3 and LA8).

Test LA9 was performed with the funnel in place but the aspiration was made above the

plate being cut, close to the laser head (mode 4). The test showed the difficulties of obtaining

efficacious local aspiration in such conditions, above all because of the effect of aerosol being

conveyed towards the opposite part of the plate due to the assistant gas injection.

Tests LAlO and LAl1 1 were performed without local aspiration but with the funnel in place

(mode 5). The differences between the aerosol concentrations measured at a definite point in the

cutting box and those measured in the sampling section showed that the former can be strongly

influenced by particular geometric situations that can cause preferential flow lines for the

aerosuspended particles.

The mass removed from the plate and the mass of the slag collected in the funnel are

reported in Table . 12. The mean value of the mass removed from the plate, (27 ± 4) g/m, is

coherent with what was previously reported for the same cutting velocity.

The samplings by means of the cascade impactor were performed in the cutting box during

tests LAlIO to LA 13. No significant differences were found between the 4 samplings, and the

data obtained resulted coherent with those reported in the specific paragraph (particle
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TABLE 1. 12 Mass of slag per unit length of cutting in local aspiration tests.

Test Mass removed Mass of collected

code from the plate slag

(g/m) (g/m)

LA 1 36.1 20.0

LA 2 29.8 20.3

LA 3 26.7 18.7

LA 4 26.5 21.2

LA 5 22.0 23.1

LA 6 28.6 23.1

LA 7 25.0 16.7

LA 8 23.3 17.3

LA 9 23.3 23.3

LA10 26.7 28.0

LA11 24.4 26.7

LA12 30.7 --

LA13 30.0 -

LA14 26.7 -

LA15 22.7 -

LA16 25.0 -

morphology and granulomnetry).

The greater aerosol mass concentration evaluated in the exhaust duct in the case of local

aspiration (aspiration mode 1, 2 and 3) is due to the presence of the fraction of the spherical and
compact particles of diameter greater than a few micrometers, which is more consistent the more

elevated the suction flowrate and lower the section of the local aspiration. This is caused by the

fact that the aspiration funnel positioned under the plate leads to aspiration of particulates of

great dimensions which in absence of the funnel would have been collected in the cutting box

base and been considered as slag.

This is evident by observing, in Figure 1.29, the SEM pictures of the particulate collected

in the total filters from sampling section during the tests LA l (local aspiration at 319 M3/h,

mode 1) and LA 16 (aspiration at 146 m 3/h, mode 6). While in the case of LA 16 a thick layer

of fine particulate is visible on the surface of the filter, in the case of LA l many spherical

compact particles cover the surface of the filter thus demonstrating that, at higher velocities in

the cutting zone (local aspiration at higher flowrates), a great quantity of spherical and compact

particles is removed and then measured in the sampling section.
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FIGURE 1.29 SEM pictures of thleparticulate collected in total filter durinlg LA16 test
(above) and LAI1 test (below).
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1.3.5 Comparative Cutting Tests

In the frame of the CEC program on Decommissioning of Nuclear Installations, the need

has arisen for a mnore reliable characterization of effluents (aerosols and gases) and slag

produced when cutting materials by means of high temperature techniques. Following

thle 5th Progress Review Meeting in Paris (26-28 October 1987) an activity was therefore

initiated with the aim of systematically gathering all the information on the subject, both from

literature and contractors.

Furthermore, it was decided to carry out comparative cutting tests at contractors who

used plasma torch and laser as cutting machines, with the aim of eliminating, as far as possible,

the uncertainties due to differences in the facilities and operative procedures. Coordination

of this activity was assigned to H-annover University, Institut fuer Werkstoffkunde and

to CEA - Dpt SPIN - CEN - Saclay.

The ENEA team participated in the program concerning comparative laser cutting in

atmosphere by choosing, as far as possible, the parameter values and procedure fixed in an ad-

hoc meeting held in Frascati/Casaccia (Italy) on 14-15 April 1988.

The following devices were set-up:

- glass fibre filters, 47 mm diameter, to measure the total aerosol concentration in the sampling

section; the isokinetic samplings were performed at a flowrate of 10 1pm;

- SIERRA mod. 298 cascade inpactor. Samplings were performed in the cutting box to

evaluate the aerosol size distribution near the source. The impactor was equipped with an

"inlet visor" to protect it against sprayed material;

- glass fibre filters, 47 mm diameter, to investigate the importance of "coarse" particles in the

cutting box. Samplings were performed at a flowrate of 10 pm by means of open-faced

filters placed in the cutting box.

The cuttings were performed on 10 mrm thick AISI 304 stainless steel plates, coming from

the same lot and delivered to each contractor participating in the tests by Hannover University

(I.W.). As the original dimensions of the plates (100 x 7 x 1 cm) did not fit our facility, each

was cut to obtain 50 x 7 x 1 cm plates. All the cuttings were carried out starting from a drilled

hole and proceeding always along the Y axis to avoid dishomogeneities due to both laser beam

astigmatism and thermal distortion of the plate. Two parallel cuttings, each 373 mm long, were

therefore performed on each plate.

In Table 1.13 the main parameter values concerning the 8 cuttings performed, are

reported. The cutting velocity was originally prefixed at 150 mmi/mmi for all cuttings but,

because of a mistake in the computer program, the C6 test was performed at a velocity

of 180 mm/mmn.

The results concerning samplings in the cutting box have been reported in the paragraph

on particle morphology and granulometry.
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TABLE 1.13 Main parameter values used in the course of the comparative cutting

tests.

Number of tests 8

M\,aterial stainless steel AISI 304

Plate thickness 10 mm

Nozzle diameter 1.4 mm

Laser power 1 kW

Assistant gas 02 at 140 kPa

Cutting velocity 150 mm/mmi (except C6 test =180 mim)

Cutting time 2.49 minutes (except C6 test =2.07 minutes)

Cutting length 373 mm for each test

Table . 14 shows, for each test, data concerning cutting velocity, flow velocity and

flowrate in the duct and aerosol mass concentration measured in the sampling section by total

filter. From these data the values of aerosol production per unit length of cutting were obtained.

Weighings of the plates before and after each couple of cuttings furnished a mean value of mass

removed fromn the plate per unit length of cutting. The values of the attached slag reported in the

table concern slag removed from the plates at the end of the tests and weighed separately.

TABLE . 14 Data for each single test in the comparative cutting tests.

Test code Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 CS

Cutting velocity (mm/min) 150 150 150 150 150 180 150 150

Flow velocity (m/'s) 5.86 5.73 5.67 5.56 5.67 5.51 5.80 5.68

Flowrate ( 3Ih) 348 340 337 330 337 327 344 337

Aerosol concentration (mg/rn3) 208 168 180 188 208 257 208 184

Aerosol production (g/m) 8.1 6.4 6.7 6.9 7.8 7.8 8.0 6.9

Attached slag (g/mn) 121 1 18 113 I105 122 92 123 110

Mass removed from the plate (g/m) 80 76 99 103

Total mass lost (g/m) 200 185 206 219

Kerf mean width (mm) 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.8

Plate thermal deformation prevented direct measurement of the kerf size. A mean value of
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the kerf width was obtained by calculating the volume lost by the piece after the two cuttings on

the basis of the total mass lost after removing the attached slag (value adopted as AISI 304

density: 7.8 g/cm3 ). The kerf was regular, with parallel walls 35 mm in depth but showed

broadening and irregularities in the remaining part.

Table .15 shows the mean values of the above mentioned parameters, together with the
respective Standard Deviations (S.D.), referred to the tests performed at a cutting velocity of

150 mm/mmn eliminating the C6 test). Good data reproducibility can be noted: the Standard

Deviations are always lower than 10%, except the value of mass removed from the plate

(S.D. = 16%).

The values of aerosol production and mass removed from the plate per unit length of

cutting, obtained in the course of these comparative cutting tests, resulted coherent with those

concerning other plate thicknesses on the occasion of other cutting tests, as can be derived

from Figures 1. 14, 1.16, 1.17, 1.18 and 1.22, in which the data were reported all together.

TABLE .15 Mean values of data for tests performed at 150 mm/mm~ cutting velocity,

during the comparative cutting tests.

Parameters Mean S. D.

Cutting velocity (m/mni) 150 

Flow velocity (m/s) 5.7 0.1

Flowrate (m3/h) 336 6

Aerosol concentration (mg/rn3) 192 16

Aerosol production (g/m) 7.2 0.7

Mass removed from the plate (g/m) 87 14

Attached slag (glm) 116 7

Total mass lost (g/m) 202 17

Kerf mean width (mm) 2.6 0.2

I.4 CONCLUSIONS

The general examination of all the data concerning the aerosol produced in cutting steel by

means of laser beam allow us to draw some. general conclusions that are briefly reported here.

The aerosol produced in cutting steel by the high temperature technique based on the use

of a laser beam shows two spectral modes, corresponding to well defined particle structures. A

first mode composed of aggregates of very fine particles and a second mode composed of
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spherical and compact particles of diameter greater than a few micrometers.

The aerodynamic and diffusive granulometric characteristics of the first mode was a

function of: the concentration at the source (generation rate), the aerosol life time and the

concentration at which it is maintained. In fact the main phenomenon involved in the

granulometric modifications for this type of particle is coagulation.

As the difficulties of removing and filtration of the aerosol produced are mainly due to the

characteristics of the first mode, many determinations were made to define the behaviour and

quantity of this type of particulate. It was found that te mass of this mode (agglomeration

mode) produced per unit length of cutting depends mainly on the plate thickness, type of

assistant gas and cutting velocity.

The elemental composition modifications were found significant only for the first mode

aerosol fraction, that is a percentage lower than 20% of the mass removed from te piece

(10% by considering not the total mnass, but that of the elements).

In the end, the efficacy of a local aspiration system was tested, at laboratory scale, to

reduce the aerosol dispersion in the ambient where the cutting took place, by avoiding

contamination of other surfaces.
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PART I

BEHAVIOUR OF H-EPA FILTER LOADED BY AEROSOLS ARISING FROM HIGH
TEMPERATURE METAL CUTING PROCESS.

P. Picini, G. Galuppi, C. Rocca
ENEA PAS-ISP-AMB, C.R.E. CASACCIA

Via Anguillarese, 301 00060 Rome (Italy)

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present work was to evaluate HEPA filter behaviour loaded by aerosols
arising from a high temperature metal cutting process. The fumes produced by the cutting of
AISI 304 20 mm thick stainless steel plates provided the aerosol source.

The activities concerning our specific competence were planned together with the other

groups involved resrr:,,tively in: aerosol physics and toxicology (PAS-FIBI-AEROSOL,
ENEA, Bologna); long distance transmission of the laser beam (FIAT-CRF, Torino);
engineering of the system (FIAT-CIEl, Torino). The examination of the results was

conducted together.

In this second part aerosol analysis was not carried out. Therefore, data concerning
aerosol emission are reported without many comments.

The first series of tests was carried out mainly to validate both the experimental facility
and the instrumental devices. During the course of the programmed experiences several
modifications were performed and, with the exception of the plasma torch and the cutting box,
the experimental facility was completely renewed.

This report concerns the data relative to the facility and the sampling arrangement in the

final configuration validated. Insufficiently reliable data were not included in the examination

of the results.

11.2 MATERIALS ANT) METHODS

The experimental facility used for the tests is mainly composed by:

- plasma torch machine;

- remote handling system;

- sealed cutting box with filtered air inlet;

- ventilation channel;
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- filter bank.

11.2.1 Plasma torch

The principal characteristics of the plasma torch and the cutting tool are listed in tables

11.1 and 11.2. In figure 11.1 plasma torch and cutting facility are presented.

TABLE 11.1 Principal characteristics of the plasma torch

Manufacturer of the plasma torch Socidtt Autog~ne Frangaise

Power 30 kW

Voltage 220 -380 V

Frequency -50 Hz

No-load current intensity (at the primary winding) 3 A

Full-load current intensity (at the second. winding) 26 A at 380 V

45 A at 220 V

Short-circuit current intensity 54 A at 380 V

93 A at 220 V

TABLE 11.2 Main characteristics of the cutting facility

No-load tension 65 V

Min. continuous current intensity 24 A at 25 V

Max. continuous current intensity 300 A at 345 V

Current intensity at 60% full scale 250 A
Electrode tipped electrode

Ignition of pilot arc H.F.

Ignition gas Argon

Cutting gas Noxal 20 (20% H2+80% Ar)

111.2.2 Remote handling

The remote handling of the cutting tool, put inside the cutting box, is a Messer Grieshejim

polar pantograph. The arm movement is secured by a magnetic roller adhering to a special

carbon steel template.

The template was designed to allow parallel cuts (see figure 11.2).
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11.2.3 Cutting box

The saled cutting box is constitued by an iron zinc plated structure and by plexiglas

sheets; its dimension are 190 x 270 x 200 cm (see figure 11.3). Air gets into the cutting box

through two HEPA filters each with a nominal flowrate of 2000 m 3 /h.

1.2.4 Ventilation channel and filtration bank

The main characteristics of the ventilation channel and the filters tested are reported in

tables 11.3 and 11.4 respectively. In figures 11.4 and 11.5 an overview on the plant and

experimental facility functional pattern are presented.

TABLE 11.3 Ventilation channel and filtration bank

Channel internal diameter 300 mm

Thickness 2.5 mm

Material AISI 304 L stainless steel
HEPA filter canister Mod. 5 VIZ CODAS-COFIM manufactured

Material AISI 304 L stainless steel

Centrifugal fan power 11 kW

Nominal flowrate 4000 m 3/h

Flowrate at 39 kPa discharge head 3400 m 3/h

Flowrate control valve stainless steel flap valve

TABLE 11.4 Main characteristics of the tested HEPA filters

Manufacturer CODAS - CORIM
Type of the filter HEPA filter

Model White filter AIS2 U5 high plited
Nominal mass efficiency 99.99% at a size of 0.3 gim (D.O.P.)

Nominal flowrate, 2 100 m 3 /h

Nominal pressure drop 250 Pa

Dimensions 610 x610 x293 mmc

Filtering surface 19.2 m 2
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FIGURE 11.2 Cutting samle
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FIGURE 11.4 Overview on cutting plant
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11.2.5 Experimental devices and methods

For the measurements the following devices and instrumentations were employed:

- S , 2, S3 isokinetic probes for mass concentration measurements - (deposition on glass-

fiber filter, 0 47 mm)

- BX 8.3 liter cylindrical box to allow samplings at reduced velocity in comparison

with the ventilation channel flow velocity

- HWA hot wire anemometer, temperature compensated, for air velocity measurements

in the ventilation channel

- T 1, T2 Temperature transducers

- DP2 Differential pressure transducers for pressure drop measurement across HEPA

filter

- m Differential manometer

- CNC Condensation Nuclei Counter for number concentration measurements

- R. H. Relative humidity indicator

- v Flowrate control valve

The tests were carried out by cutting AISI 304 20 mm thick stainless steel plates.

During the tests have been measured:

- ~~aerosol mass concentration by isokinetic samplings (aerosol mass concentration
values downstream the HEPA filter are not available because the deposition on

47 mm glass fiber filter was not detectable)

- ~aerosol number concentration downstream HEPA filter by means of CNC to

detect possible loss of efficiency of the filter

- ~the exhaust velocity in the channel by a temperature compensated hot wire

anemometer. The flowrate was calculated from the mean velocity obtained by

evaluating the velocity profile along two perpendicular diameters of the channel.

The flowrate control was done by means of the flap-valve "V"

- ~~cutting box and channel temperature by means of the termo-couples
- ~~AP across HEPA filter by a differential pressure transducer arranged in parallel

with a water differential manometer.

The aerosol mass produced per unit length of cutting was evaluated from mass

concentration values measured in the sampling section (S 1, S2 probes). The mass per unit

length of cutting removed from the plate and the mass loaded on HEPA filter were evaluated

weighing the plate and the filter before and after each cut respectively. Cutting velocities were

calculated by measuring the length and the duration of the cut.
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11.3 TESTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A brief description of three sets of tests carried out in the framework of the contract is

given below.

11.3.1 First set

Eight cuts were performed. The main parameters of the first four cuts are presented in

table 11.5. The time sequences of operations during a test are plotted in figure 11.6. The main

parameters and the time operation sequences regarding the second four cuts are presented in

table 11.6 and in figure 11.7. In this case the plasma torch power was changed as marked in

figure 1.7.

TABLE 11.5 Main parameters of the cuts n. 7 - 10 (tests n. T7 - TP10)

Cut number 7 8 9 10

Test code TP7 TP 8 TP9 TP 1O

Electrical power of plasma torch kW 24 24 24 24

Flowrate of cutting gas (Noxal 20) I/rn in 43 40 42 44

Diameter of the nozzle mm 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

Distance nozzle-work piece mm 8 8 9 9

Cutting velocity (mean value) mnim/m 313 386 327 307

Plate thickness mm 20 20 20 20

Cutting length in each test cm 626 626 626 62

Cutting duration in each test min S 119 56` 16 13`" 19' 081 120'24`

CUL

Venmlauion______________________________________________

SI probe 10 b'min

S2 probe 2 m

S3 probe 33 ~ ni+

0.3 I/mi CNC

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 24 30 32 mmi

FIGURE 11.6 Time sequences for cuts n. 7 - 10 (tests n. TP7 - TP10)
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Power levels

T~~~n+1Tn+

*CUL

Ven~ialion______________________________________________

S1 probe 10 ilmin

S2 probe 2 ld i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

53 probe 33 ljmi+

0.3 I~iin CNC ______________________________

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 2S 30 32 roi

FIGURE II.7 Time sequences for cuts n. 11 - 14 (tests n. TP1 1 - TP22)

In table I1.7 and 11.8 are shown: the cutting power, the cutting velocity, the exhaust flow
velocity and flowrate, the mass concentration obtained by samplings, the removed mass per
unit length of cutting, and downstream HEPA filter the number concentration values for each of
the eight cuts. In table 11.9 are listed the values of the pressure drop across HEPA filter
measured before and after each cut together with the mass loaded on. In the same table are also
reported the total mass values obtained from the concentration measured by samplings. The AP

values versus loaded mass are plotted in figure 11.8.

TABLE 11.7 Flowrate, aerosol generation and mass removal for each cut

(tests n. TP7 - TP10)

Cut number 7 8 9 10

Test code TP7 TP 8 TP 9 TP O

Electrical power of plasma torch kW 24 24 24 24

Cutting velocity mm/min 313 386 327 307

Flow velocity m/s 6.85 7.00 7.02 7.00

Exhaust flowrate m 3/h 1742 1780 1785 1780

Exhaust duct aerosol concentration mg/r 31.3 43.0 30.0 25.0

Aerosol production g/mn 2.9 3.3 2.7 2.4

Mass removed from the plate kg/n 0.807 0.752 0.795 0.8 15

Number concentrat. downstream HEPA filter p/cm 21 14 8 2
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FIGURE 11.8 HEPA filter DP vs. loaded mass (cuts n. 7 - 14)

The unexpected differences between APfin. of a cut and APin. of the following one were

investigated more carefully later.

In the figures I1.9 and II.10 are plotted the APin - APo and APfi - APo versus loaded

mass. APin. and APfin. are the pressure drops measured before and after each cut. APo is the

pressure drop across the clean HEPA filter at 1742 m 3 /h flowrate. In figure 11. 11 the two

patterns of the figures 11.9 and 11. 10 are represented together.

In this set of tests the stand-by time between two subsequent cuts was not planned and

therefore it was variable.
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FIGURE I1.9 DP in - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts n' 7÷ 14)
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FIGURE 11. 10 DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts n' 7+ 14)
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FIGURE 11.1 1 DP in -DPo and DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts n' 7÷ 14)
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1.3.2 Second set

In the following set of tests 6 consecutive cuts were performed, maintaining constant the

parameters listed in table 11.10. Time of operations sequences are plotted in figure HI. 12.

Before and after each cut the ventilation was maintained to continue for about 30 minutes

to obtain AP values not influenced by temperature and relative humidity variations.

In these tests the stand-by time between two subsequent cuts was 30 minutes. Results of
the performed measurements are listed in tables 11. 11 and 11. 12. The AP values labelled as TP

28 his and TP 28 ter refer to two subsequent ventilations performed after cut n' 20.

TABLE 11. 10 Main parameters of the cuts n. 15 -20 (tests n. TP23 - 28)

Electrical power of plasma torch kW 15

Flowrate of cutting gas (Noxal 20) 1/mmi 31 - 33

Diameter of die nozzle mm 2,5

Distance nozzle-workpiece mm 10

Material S.S. AISI 30.4

Plate thickness mm 20

Cutting velocity (mean value) n'j 27,2

Exhaust flow rate (mean value) m /h 1800

Cutting length in each test cm3 705

Cut

Ventilation

S Ipo 2m in--

52 probe 22-5 11mm - -

S3 probe 33 t/min

CNC

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 90 120 160 180 Min

FIGURE 1.12 Time sequences for cuts n. 15 - 20
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AP patterns versus time, plasma torch and ventilation time sequences are plotted in figure

11. 13. APin. - APo and APfin. - APo vs mass loaded on HEPA filter are plotted in figure 11. 14

and 11. 15; in figure 11. 16 they are plotted together. APo is the clean HEPA filter pressure drop

at 1800 inc/h flowrate.

The differences between APfin.(n) and APin.(rn+l), observed also in this case, are

independent of the temperature, flowrate and relative humidity because "initial conditions" were

restored for each cut.

We do not know the causes which are responsible for this decrease in AP and, at the

moment, we can only say that the phenomena which cause this behaviour take place in a

relatively short time when the filter is in stand-by, between two subsequent ventilations.

The APfin.(n) - APin.(ii+l) vs mass loaded is set between the two straight lines plotted in

figure 1.16 and in first approximation we can consider it as linear.
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FIGURE 11. 14 DP in - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts no 15÷ 20)
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FIGURE 11. 15 DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts no 15+20)
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FIGURE 11. 16 DP in - DPo and DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded (cuts n' 15-20)
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11.3.3 Third set

In table 11.13 the parameters kept constant in the third et are listed. The experimental

facility used is identical to the previous one except for the addition of a:
probe sampling S 1 to determine aerosol mass concentration in the cutting box;
81 mmn glass fiber filter on line to the isokinetic sampling probe S2;
differential pressure transducer Dpi to determine the pressure drop across the 81 mm

filter.

TABLE 11. 13 Main parameters of the cuts n. 21 - 26 (tests n. TP29 - TP34)

Electrical power of plasma torch kW 15

Fowrate of cutting gas (Noxal 20) 1/min 31 - 33

Diameter of the nozzle mm 2.5

Distance nozzle-workpiece mm io

Material S.S. AISI 304

Plate thickness mm 20

Cutting velocity (mean value) cnmn 27.8

Exhaust flowrate (mean value) m3 /h 1820

Cutting length of each test cm 705

Ventlalion

51 probe 22.5 ~~i

53 probe 22.5 ~~i 

S2 probe 7 nin

54 probe 33Inn

CNC

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 90 120 160 ISO mmn

FIGURE 11.17 Time for operation sequences (cuts n. 21 - 26)
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The time sequences are reported on figure 11.17.

The S2 isokinetic sampling flowrate and the useful surface of the 81 mm filter were calculated

to equalize the crossing velocity of the HEPA filter running at 1800 m 3/h flowrate (81 mmn filter

media is exactly the same as the HEPA filter media).

In tables 11.14 and 11.15 are listed the results of the measurements carried out. The

masses loaded on 81 mm glass fiber filter are normalized to the useful surface of the HEPA

filter. The AP across HEPA filter and across 81 mm filter together with the plasma torch and

ventilation time sequences are plotted in figure 11.18. The differences between APfin.(n) and

APin. (n+l1) are also present on the 81 mm filter.

From these last results we suppose that the causes of such behaviour could depend on

the filter media and on the aerosol morphology.

The patterns of the APin. - APo and APfin. - APo versus loaded mass on HEPA filter are

show respectively in figures 11. 19 and 11.20. The APin - APo and APfin - APo patterns referring

to the 81 mmn filter are shown in figures 11.22 and 11.23. The pressure drop beween APfin (n)

and APin (n-i) are plotted in figure 11.21 for HEPA filter and in figure 11.24 for the 81 mm

filter.
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FIGURE 11. 19 DP in - DPo vs. mass loaded on HEPA filter (cuts n0 21+26)
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FIGURE 11.20 DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded on HEPA filter (uts n' 2 1+26)
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FIGURE 11.21 DP in - DPo and DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded on HEPA filter
(cuts no 21+26)
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FIGURE 11.22 DP in - DPo vs. mass loaded on 81 mm fg. filter (cuts n0 2 1-26)
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FIGURE 11.23 DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded on 81 mm f.g. filter (cuts n' 21+26)
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FIGURE 11.24 DP in - DPo and DP fin - DPo vs. mass loaded on 81 mm f.g. filter

(cuts n' 2 1+26)
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11.4 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions refer mainly to data regarding the cuts n 15 - 26 (tests n TP 23 - TP

34), because in these set of tests cutting parameters were kept strictly constant and they were
carried out with the same methodology. In particular, the cutting power, the plasma torch

nozzle, the thickness of plates and the cutting gas flowrate were kept constant respectively at
values of 15 kW, 2.5 mm-, 20 mm and 32 11mmli.

The cutting velocity was kept at a value of 275 mm/min with a Standard Deviation (S.D.)

equal to 2% and the exhaust flowrate at a value of 18 10 m 3/h with a S.D. equal to 0.6%.
For these paranieter values, the aerosol production for unit length of cutting was equal to

1.7 g/m (S.D. = 18%) the aerosol concentration in the ventilation channel was equal to 16
mng/n13 (S.D. = 18%) and the mass removed from the plate per unit length of cutting was equal

to 0.6 kg/rn (S.D. = 4%).

Under these conditions the results obtained are as follows:
- the pressure drop across the HEPA filters vs loaded mass is linear

- the mean value of the pressure drop across the HEPA filters per unit of loaded mass is

equal to 16 Pa/g (S.D. = 10%). This result is corroborated by the value measured on the

81 mun fiber glass filter (made with the same media as the IiEPA filter) on line with an
isokinetic sampling probe. In this case the pressure drop per unit of loaded mass was

equal to 14.5 Pa/g with a S.D. = 3%. From these experimental data we can deduce that
this particular kind of aerosols shows a clogging effect of about 5 times greater than that
produced by a standard aerosol test. In fact, some laboratory tests carried out on 81 mm

fiber glass filters, loaded with sodium chloride aerosols, have resulted in a pressure drop

per unit mass loaded equal to about 3 Palg. Data availaible in the current leterature,

concerning HEPA filter pressure drop loaded with ambient aerosols, report even lower

values for the ratio Pa/g.

- The efficiency of the HEPA filters tested did not show significative variations even with a
high pressure drop (max value 3185 Pa in the test n' TP 22)

- in all the tests performed the HEPA filter pressure drop value measured at the end of a cut

(APfin. (n) was always greater than that measured, on the same filter, at the beginning of

the subsequent one (APin. (n+l)).

The mean value of this decrease is equal to about 13 - 15% of the AP value and, in first

approximation, increases linearly with the loaded mass.

The causes that give rise to this phenomenon seem to depend on the aerosol morphology

and on the filter media, nevertheless further research could be useful in the sense that this

behaviour could possibly be exploited to extend HEPA filter life.
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APPENDIX

.In the following pages some figures concerning the above tests are presented. Figures
11.25 and 11.26 show the same cut taken with two different photographic exposure times. In

figure 11.26 is also shown the fume hood. Figure 11.28 refers to a clean HEPA filter. The same
filter loaded with 85 g of aerosols is shown on figure 11.27. On figure 11.30 front and back of

the filter media are shown.

On figures A - A6 records of exhaust velocity, exhaust temperature, HIEPA filter and 81
mm glass fiber filter pressure drops are plotted for cuts n. 21 -- 26.
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FIGURE 11.27 H-EPA filter 83 g aerosol loaded

FIGURE 11.28 Clean HEPA filter
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FIGURE 11.29 Front and back of IEPA filter media
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PART 1II

LASER BEAM PROPAGATION AND CONTROL

G. Manassero

FIAT - CRF, Strada Torino 50, 1-10043 Orbassano - Torino (Italy)

111. 1 INTRODUCTION

In a previous contract, in the framework of the first EC research programme on the

decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants (1979÷1983), the possibility to use laser technology

for cutting samples of thick materials (1) was shown.

The theoretical capacity of the high power focalized laser beam to work a long distance

from the source may be considered as a possibility for the practical utilization of lasers for

dismantling nuclear components. Consequently, in the framework of the second research

program promoted by the European Community, a feasibility study has been carried out. First

of all it was necessary to know the present status of the commercial laser sources available with

power outputs greater than 4 kW and their main characteristics; it was then necessary to study

propagation of the laser beam, define the principal features of the sources and select the optics

required to deflect and focalize the beam. Finally, some cutting tests, both near and far from the

source, should be perfomed.

111.2 LASER BEAM PROPAGATION

In order to select the most suitable industrial laser source for the cutting applications, it is

necessary to analyse te following parameters: oscillating mode, possibility to work both in

continuous and pulsed wave, gas consumption, electric power, water cooling system.

To describe the beam quality of a high power laser it is necessary to know three

parameters which may, for example, be the order N of the oscillating mode in the cavity, the

position and dimension of the minimum diameter of the fundamental mode. The last two

parameters can be evaluated theoretically by knowing the values of the curvature of the internal

mirrors, Rj, the distance between them , L, and the wave-length , , (2):

[ g1 2 (1 1 g 2 g) 10.25

W 0(z) =[L/7t
0 .5 (1

9g1 +g92- 2 gI 2 ]O.5
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g9 1 -92~

Zo(z) = L (2)

where: W0 (z) is the minimum diameter of the fundamental mode (waist),

Z0 (z) is the position of the waist from the output window and

gj = 1-L/Rj ( = 1, 2)

The unknown parameters can be derived by a theoretical-experimental approach with

some simplified hypotheses. The mode intensity, along the propagation direction z, has been
considered as a gaussian distribution with a radius Wi(0) in the transversal axis

(a) (o) 2 0.5
W.i (z) =W .i { 1 +L z Z/ZR] (3)

where: W is the waist radius at z = z0

and ZR = (n/X ) ( W0 i(o) )2 is the Rayleigh range.

The distribution of the transverse mode of order (S m, n) has a constant envelope

during propagation along the z axis, hence the following ratio:

(S) (S) (S)
K W (z) /W . (z) (4)

remains constant.

As a consequence the oscillation cavity modes are considered with the waist placed at the

same coordinates, (z = zo). The value of the radius during free propagation is:

(S) (S) (o) 2 0.5
W.i (z) = K W Oi( +[ (z-ZO)/ZR] (5)

where W.,O Z and K.(S are unknowns.
0P O i

The W0 i(0) and Zo values can be computed with equations 1 and 2. The value

of Ki(s) can be found from the number of peaks, (), on the plexiglas burn along the

i direction (3):

(S) 0.5
K. = S + 0.5) (6)
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Another approach consists in verifying equation 5 with burns on plexiglas samples at

different distances from the source (4). In Figure 111.1 the beam radius of a Laser Spectra

Physics mod. 975 at different distances from the output window during free propagation is

shown for two radiative powers. The radius variation is seen from the curves, when the power

changes.

~5a

cl

-I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k

<i:3
W

m0 

-5 05 to) 15 21 25 30
DISTANCE FROM OUTPUT WitiOOw (m~)

FIG URE I1l. 1 Beam radius along y axis (S.P. 975 source) at different distances from

the output window.

Figure I11.2 shows a photo of a plexiglas burn, obtained at 30 m from the S.P. 975

source with the welding/cutting cavity and 2 kW of power, in the multimode shape.

111.3 LASER BEAM TRANSMISSION AND REMOTE FOCALIZATION

The laser beam can be transmitted and focalized at a long distance from the source, but it

is necessary to control all the elements which could degrade the focalizing property. Generally

there are some linear or non-linear phenomena during propagation which produce a greater spot

diameter in the focal plane and hence a lower peak intensity value.

One of the most important phenomena is called "thermal blooming", which consists in the

deformation of the beam due to the radiation absorption by air or other gases. The energy

absorbed changes the gas density and hence the refraction index; this variation alters the

wavefront and the direction of the rays, causing a greater divergence and/or defocalization.
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FIGURE 111.2 Laser burn on a plexiglas sample (source S.P. 975) at 30 m from the

output window and at 2 kW.

In order to have somec quantitative values of beam distorsion it is necessary to consider a

balance equation between the energy absorbed and that transferred to the surrounding gas

(without considering the radiation phenomena):

--~v' VT K T x (7)

where: C is the specific heat at constant pressure,

v the air (or gas) speed transversal in the direction of propagation,
K is the heat conductivity, p is the air (or gas) density,

cx the absorption coefficient, 1 the laser intensity and

T the temperature.

Equation 7, with cylindrical coordinates and convection only in the transversal direction

with respect to the propagation direction, becomes:
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p Cp v (T/ax) K (/ r) (ar) (r (aT/ar)) = x (8)

The first term is the heat exchanged by convection, the second that transferred by
conduction. Solving equation 8 with an intensity distribution like 1(r) = 1 exp (-2r2 / a2) the

result (5) is:

P exp (-2r2 a2 )

1(,r,z) = (r,o) exp (cX z - [ z-(1c) ( 1 e-(x)] } (9)
cx i a2

where: P laser power; a = beam radius measured where I de

= (an-/aT) ( c / K n ) (n refractive index).

If x z 1 the equation becomes for r = 0:

I(ojz) = To exp (-c z - p p z 2 /2 it a 2 ) (10)

In Figure 11.3 the laser intensity attenuation at 5 kW and r 25 mm is presented as a

function of the absorption coefficient with the distance z as a parameter.

(Jauseian be=o r.' 2 5 mm P- 5 W

Z- 5000 m

f- absorption coefficient .E-g ti1/mni

FIGURE I11.3 Laser intensity attenuation versus the absorption coefficient with the

distance z as a parameter (laser power 5 kW).
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If there is a flow of air (or other gas) transversally (or axially, provided the ratio between

length of propagation and beam diameter is greater than 10) with a speed v, the intensity value

becomes (5):

1(o,o,z) = 0 exp (N 'Jz/ 2)()

where:
N ( 2 P z / na 3 a) 1(X 1e-az)/az]

and:

T = (nlaT) ( cx/ %p C v)

The air (or gas) motion through the laser beam changes the intensity attenuation as shown
in Figure III.4 where the air speed, v, is only mm/ls. At the moment behaviour of the beam in

the presence of particulate of different composition, cannot be theoretically evaluated; proper

tests must be performed on this subject.

Oaunln beam r- 25 mmi p 5 k'W

y- I mm/r.

- ~Z- 5000 mm

Z- 30000 m

U~~~~~~~~

absorption coefficient *1.E-9 LI/mm]

FIGURE III.4 Laser intensity attenuation in the case of a weak air flux transversal to

the beam, as a function of the absorption coefficient and with the distance as a parameter

(laser power 5 kW).
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III.4 LASER ROBOT FOR DISMANTLING THE GARIGLIANO STEAM DRUM"

111.4.1 Study of the Optical System

All laser sources produce beams with a divergence dependent on the oscillating cavity.

For example, as shown in Figure 111. 1, the beam of the Laser Spectra-Physics mod.975 has a

diameter of 30 mm at the output window and the diameter becomes 80 mm after 30 m of

propagation. Utilization of the beam after such a long propagation involves using large mirrors

and, moreover, the spot size in the focal plane varies when the distance changes.

In order to minimize the cutting process performance variations in a prefixed acceptable

range, a corrective optical collimator system must be put between the source and the focalizing

head. The optical specifications of the collimated and focalizing systems can be obtained by

means of a computer program which takes into account the three parameters of the laser beam

which may,as already mentioned in 111.2, be the order N of the oscillating mode in the cavity,

the position and dimension of the minimum diameter of the fundamental mode. In the case of

the 5 kW Spectra Physics source using a diverging mirror (focal length of 1900 mm),

at 3 m from the output window, and a converging mirror (focal length of 2750 mm), placed

at 1 m from the diverging one, a collimated beam of about 50 mm in diameter has been

obtained all along the working range (5+30 in).

In Figures 111.5 and I11.6 the calculation results both for short and long distance

propagation are summarized; the beam diameter values on the optical elements along the path are

indicated. The position and waist diameter obtained by a focalizing element with 254 mm focal

length, are also reported.

To study the laser system for cutting the steam drum" of the Garigliano nuclear
power plant, a different, more appropriate, commercial source has been selected

(TRUMPF TLF 5000). By means of a theoretical/experimental method, the relative beam

parameters have been evaluated in order to calculate the propagation data for two different final

focal lengths.

The propagation and focalization parameters have been calculated by placing the optical

beam collimation system at 4 in from the output window (in the optical module).

Figure 111.7 shows the calculated propagation and focalization data of the beam at 9 n

from the source utilizing a telescope element with two mirrors, one diverging (with a focal

length of 1 100 min)the other converging (with a focal length of 2650 mm) placed at a distance

of 1700 mm from the first. The final optical element, placed at 3000 mm from the converging

mirror, has a focal length of 250 mm.

In Figures 111.8 ad 111.9 the beam data at 20 m and 34 m from the source are reported.

Note that the minimum diameter (spot) remains the same (0.4 mm) for whole the working

distance range (9-34 in).
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Wave length: 10.6 p1m Multimode coefficient: 2.63 Focal length: 254 mm

in . C 

Pos. Focal lens Lens position Beam diameter Waist diameter Waist position
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 -1900 3000 32.9 32.3 5200
2 2750 4100 51.5 5.5 1091
3 254 5100 49.7 36.5 18280

0.5 5352
4 0.6 a a distance of 5354 m

FIGURE 111.5 Laser beam characteristics, at about 5 m from the source (S.P. 975),

computed with the propagation parameters and the optical element data as input into a

numierical. programme.

Wave length: 10.6 pim Multimode coefficient 2.63 Focal length: 254 mm

uI r'1cn m~ m * .

Pos. Focal lens Lens position Beam diameter Waist diaineter Waist position
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 -1900 3000 32.9 32.3 5200
2 2750 4000 49.8 5.5 1091
3 254 29000 50.9 42.0 16022

0.5 29256
4 0.6 at a distance of 29254 mm

FIGURE 111.6 Laser beam characteristics, at 30 m from the source (S.P. 975),

computed with the propagation parameters and the optical element data as input into a

numerical programme.
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Wave length: 10.6 m Muldmode coefficient: 2.24 Focal length: 250 nm

0 ~~~~~~~~3 4

C In W I~~~~~~~~~~~~~V D E0

Pos. Focal lens Lens position Beam diameter Waist diameter Waist position
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 -1 100 4000 18.5 18.4 4600
2 2650 5700 46.8 4.0 2924
3 250 8700 44.2 39.4 20350

0.4 8949
4 0.8 at a distance of 8953 mm

FIGURE I11.7 High power propagation and focalization; characteristics at short

distance from the source (Trumpf 5 kW).

Wave length: 16.6 gm Muldmode coefficent: 2.24 Focal length: 250 mm

CIV C)

Pos. Focal lens Lens position Beam diameter Waist diameter Waist position
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 -1100 4000 18.5 18.4 4600
2 2650 5700 46.8 4.0 2924
3 250 19700 39.4 39.4 20350

0.4 19950
4 0.7 at a distance of 19953 mm

FIGURE H.8 High power beam propagation and focalization; characteristics at medium

distance from the source (Trumpf 5 kW).
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Wave length: 10.6 gim Multimode coefficient: 2.24 Focal length: 250 mm

Ca 1 1ti

ui - U 3

Pos. Focal lens Lens position Beam diameter Waist diameter Waist position
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1 -1100 4000 18.5 18.4 4600
2 2650 5700 46.8 4.0 2924
3 250 33700 45.6 39.4 20350

0.4 33951
4 0.4 at a distance of 33950 mm

FIGURE I11.9 High power beam propagation and focalization; characteristics at long

distance from the source (Trumpf 5 kW).

A laser robot system generally includes an optical module (between the source and

the robot) with two main optical groups: the depolarizer and the telescopic collimator

(Figure 11. 10). The first group is necessary only when radiation is neither circular nor random

polarized because the result of the process would otherwise change along with the direction of

the cut.

In the Garigliano optical module" mirrors M2 and M3 form the second optical group; the

distance between them can be varied by a linear translation stage in order to minimize the effect

of the source parameter fluctuations. The flat mirror, M4, will be equipped with two stepper

motors designed to move the optical element in the orthogonal directions in order to keep the

beam centered on the first mirror of the cutting robot, thus reducing the effect of both source

point beam instability and the movements of the robot inside the steam drum" (for a better

understanding of the cutting procedure, see part IV).
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11I.4.2 Laser System for Laboratory Cutting Tests

In order to ver-ify the theoretical calculation on laser beam propagation and, later, to carry

out some cutting tests, it was necessary to design and build the optical-mechanical structures

necessary for experimental verification.

The laser source utilized for the above purposes was a 5 kW Spectra-Physics mod. 975

with the so-called welding/cutting cavity`. The optical system used is shown in Figure 111. 11.

The laser beam, intercepted by mirror M1, enters the working station where mirrors M2 and M3

(which form the collimator telescope) are provided (see also Figure 111.5 and the following

Figures). If mirror M4 intercepts the beam, the focal plane position is about 5 m from the

output window of the source and, therefore, we are working at the lowest limit of the selected

operating distance. Otherwise the laser beam is directed by plane mirrors M5, M6, M7, M8

and M9 and, after a path of about 30 m, reaches the working plane.

Figure 1.12 shows the experimental realization.

The radiation is confined in metallic tubes both for safety and to control the uniformity of

the gas floW so as to avoid thermnal effects along the beam path.

On the basis of a laser beam shape schematization (Figure 11. 13) t is possible to

calculate the quantity of fused metal that must be removed during the cutting process, as a

function of the thickness and the focal length utilized (Figure 11. 14).

I.ASEn N19

N18~ ~ ~ ~~~~~EA 1

OCO M4~~~~~~~~~LIM

FIGURE 11. 1 1 Optical system set up for the propagation and focalization of a laser

beam.
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..........

FIGURE 11112 General view of the optical mechanical system used for the .ong.distance

propagaton of ahigh poer lae am.

With a flexible focalizing mechanical system,~~~~~ it... wa. osbetouiiete.prpit
focal length (fr each thicknes to be cut) in rder to minimiz the amount of aterial removed

The cutting tests were performed both with transniissive (lens) and reflective (mirror)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....
devices as focalizng elements. The mtallic rniiror is ater cooled and moe rugged, compare
with the zinc seleide lens, and so sitable to work ina hostile environmnt produced.durin
the cut because of fumes and melted particles which could jeopardize lens.integrity.

The final equipment used as the focalizing~~~~~~....... hea isson.nFgre..15 hr
some gas entrances for optics protection and process assistance with tubular nozzles are..also
visible.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ......

In the case of cuts inside the "steam drum" of the Garigliano nuclear power plant, it i
necessary' to use a robotiaser system with a special final... optical. ha....Fgue.1.1
possible configuration of a focalizing element is shown with metallic mirrors, three nozzles fo
assistant gas placed at 1200 and an "electromechanical touch" for automatic path and focal plane.....
memorization.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......
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y

FIGURE 111. 13 Laser beam shape schemnatization near the focal plane (x, y).

E

a 50 t~~ ~ ~~O ISO 200

mretail volume (mm*31

FIGURE 11. 14 Fused metal volume to be removed as a function of sample thickness

and with the focal length as a parameter.
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FIGURE III. 16 Focalization head for the cutting robot inside the "steam drum".



111.4.3 Cutting Tests

The samples used for the cutting tests were circular plates of 200 mm diameter and

rectangular plates iS0x 150 mm with 15, 30, 40 and 45 mm thickness mild steel Fe 42 C and

stainless steel AISI 304. Two tubular nozzles with an internal diameter of 1.5 mm have been

used. The nozzles were placed at 2 mm from the upper surface of the sample to be cut. The

best position for the focal plane was at 1/3 of the sample thickness inside the material in order

to obtain the maximum efficiency. In Figure 111. 17 the final focalizing head at work is shown.

In Table 111. 1 the most significant cutting results, mainly obtained with a focal length

of 508 mm, are summarized. The assistant gas (Oxygen) was used at 800 kPa with about

5000 1/h flow rate.
The cutting of Fe 42 C mild steel is improved by exothermal oxidation reactions and has a

different behaviour, in terms of aerosol emission (see part I) compared to AIS1 304 stainless

steel. Fium the data analysis, it appears that the cutting efficiency on stainless steel is

about 20% lower on the cut depth compared to mild steel. In Figure III. 18 samples of cuts on
Fe 42 C mild steel and AISI 30.4 stainless steel 15 mmn thick plates are shown. Some tests have

been performed on 30 mmn thick Fe 42 C steel plates with a 5 mm AISI 304 coating on the laser

beam impinging surface; the parameters utilized were the same for the case of a plate without

coating. No differences have been found as far as cutting parameters are concernedwith respect

to the cutting of pure carbon steel samples.

TABLE 111. 1 Laser cutting of mild steel Fe 42 C and AISI 304 stainless steel with

the S.P. 975 source. Main results.

Test Material Sample Cutting Comments

number thickness speed

(mm) (cn/min)

1 Fe 42 C 15 30 Good cut without attached slag

2 Fe 42 C 15 50 Cut with some attached slag at the bottom

3 AISI 304 15 30 Gpiod cut

4 AISI 304 15 50 Complete cut only every now and then

5 Fe 42 C 30 20 Good cut

6 Fe 42 C 30 25 Cut with some attached slag at the bottom

7 AISI 304 30 20 Cut with some attached slag at the bottom

8 AISI 304 30 25 Not complete cut

9 Fe 42C +

AISI 304 30+5 15 Cut with some attached slag at the bottom
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FIGURE 111. 17 Laser cut on an AISI 304 sample, 15 mm thick.

FIGURE 111.18 Samples of Fe42C mild steel and AISI 304 SS cuts on plates 15 mm

thick with 4.1 kW beam power and 30---50 em/min cutting speed (Laser S.mrod.97 5).
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111.5 CONCLUSIONS

In order to predict the laser cutting capability at long distance it is necessary to know the

optical characteristics of the beam. The propagation parameters can be obtained by a theoretical-

experimental procedure and numerical calculations.

The beam must propagate in an environment free of aerosols and water vapor in order to

prevent absorption and the thermal blooming` phenomenon.

Several laser cutting tests have been carried out on samples of mild and stainless steel

with thicknesses up to 35 mm. The values of the process parameters are valid if associated to

the specific laser source utilized in the research and might be improved with beams having an

energy distribution closer to the fundamental mode.

The thicknesses involved in dismantling the steamn drum" require at least a 10 kW laser

source at the output window, metallic optics with a small absorption coefficient and a good

system for feeding the assistant gas to the interaction zone. Somne aspects remain to be

investigated for an appropriate design of a cutting facility. Among them are the optics

behaviour in presence of smoke and radioactive particulate, the mirror reflective capability and

the influence on the cutting process of the possible presence of aerosols along the radiation

path.
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PARTI[V
STUDY OF THE APPLICATION OF THE LASER BEAM TECHNIQUE

TO DISMANTLING OF A SPEC[FIC NUCLEAR COMPONENT

B. Migliorati

FIAT-CIEI, Via Cuneo 20, 1-10 152 Torino (Italy)

IV. 1 INTRODUCTION

One of the topics of the research program was the study of application of a laser robot to

dismantling of a specific component of a Nuclear Power Plant (if possible, the Garigliano

BWR Plant).

On the basis of laser beam cutting system characteristics as appeared during the research

(mainly the possibility of transmission and control of the laser beam over long distances and the

small overall dimensions of the working head) we looked for a component with high radiation

level and very complex geometries. The "steam drum" of the Garigliano power station has

been selected as representative of such conditions. It is a steam demister placed above the

reactor vessel (see Figure IV. 1).

At the moment the steam drum is considerably contaminated and its demolition in such

conditions would create serious problems concerning radiation dose to personnel. Laser

technology seems to be particularly suitable for dismantling this component.

As far as the dismantling sequence is concerned it has been decided to remove the inner

parts first; this will make it easier to confine the aerosol inside the tank wall. Demolition of the

outside shell should be performed by means of an appropriate cutting facility working from
outside the tank itself, thus permitting better cutting conditions.

All dismantling operations should be done remotely and conducted by operators

located outside the cutting room. Access to the room is required only for preliminary

activities, for area preparation and in the case of maintenance, repair or adjustment of the

equipment.

The following paragraphs describe the various phases of the research.

IV.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE GARIGLIAN0 STEAM DRUM

The aim of the steam drum was to reduce the moisture content in the steam produced in

the vessel; it is composed of the following parts.
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- Cylindrical horizontal axis tank, (hereinafter called shell") having te following

characteristics:

inside diameter :2134 mm

length 19965 mm

shell thickness : 75 mm

material carbon steel clad internally with stainless steel (6 num)

one manway is provided at each end of the shell (NORTH and SOUTH end).

- Inside components like manifolds, filters, separators, drain boxes (hereinafter called

`inner parts"), with the following characteristics:

material: stainless steel; thickness: 3 to 7 mm

The inner parts are installed inside the shell, very close to each other, leaving only a very

narrow space between them for access (Figure IV.2).

N0 18 pipes 8/10" are connected to the tank by suitable nozzles.

FIGURE IV.2 Steam drum section.
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The steam drum, supported by means of 20 elastic supports, is installed in a shielding

concrete hall (hereinafter called work room`).

Accessibility to the hall is provided by means of two passages through the upper slab and

two already existing manholes placed in front of the shell ends.

IV.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR THE DISMANTLING OPERATIONS

IV.3.1 Euipment Installed Outside the Work Room

IV.3.1.1 Laser Equipment

The long distance cutting tests, performed in the framework of the research activities,

pointed out that the most suitable laser power for dismantling the steam drum is 8 to. 10 kW.

The typical dimensions of an 8 kW commercial laser equipment are:

control switchboard 3.5 x x 1. 8 m

cooling set :1.5 x 1.5 x 1.8 m

laser generator 2.4 x 0.8 x 2 m

optical module lix2.5 m

The above components will be located outside the work room. In particular, the control

switchboard and the cooling set will be placed on top of the work room at elevation level 47.0 m

(Fi gure IV.3). The laser generator and the optical module will be installed on a walkway

existing at elevation 41.45 m on the SOUTH side of the room. This walkway must be

adequately enlarged and stiffened.

IV.3.1.2 Hoisting and Transfer Devices

At the top of the work room, at the 47.0 m level, proper hoisting and transfer systems

(Figure IV.4) will be installed in order to remove the containers of the cut pieces from the work

room through one of the passages existing in the upper slab. From the 47.0 m level the

containers will be lowered to the 29.6 m level where they can be handled by the already existing

hoisting systems.

IV.3.2 Euipment Installed Inside the Work Room

IV.3.2.1 Laser Robot for Cutting and Removal of the Inner Parts (Figure IV.5)

The robot will have two arms, one for cutting, the other (the "mechanical arm") for

holding and handling the cut pieces. The robot will move along the drum axis from the SOUTH

to the NORTH end, guided along the already existing header at the bottom of the drum. A

trolley will transport the cut pieces outside the steam drum.

In order to check the feasibility of the study, a detailed design of a suitable cutting head
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has been developed (Figutre Ii1. 16, Part 111). The overall dimensions of the head are such as to

allow the neccessaryv movements despite the narrow spaces available.

The laser beamn, comning out of the optical module, s confined within a telescopic pipe.

This conifiiinmen-t is provided for safety reasons and in order to allew conditioning of the ,,,s l

which beamn is rpgae.Theba reachecs the robot at fixed point and s then snit to

the cuttinghed , og relc ing irr-ors ancd focalizing-ess

The ain echncaldata of tlhe robor are:

- l nmber o f ax es 6

- mlaxIiumT working 2 'Le r 210 mm li

oprics dialete 80 nm

- opti1cal path diameter ini~the robot :80 nm

- optics PtCp protected copper irr'IOr-s, water Cooled

- foca-lizin Sem . molybdenum coated n arabolic mirror

- miaxiium laser beam power 10 kW

- maximum beam diame~Iter 60 m

- load canaeitv 3 0-- 0 kg

- Uti1lity requirements:
e lcctrLi c al .380 V, 3 phase, 13 kv'A

gas . O~~~~~~~0- 101000 1 /h a 2.0 M1Pa,

>12 3000 /h at 0.3 MNPa

wtrfor mirror cooling: 8 1mi at 0 .3 M1Pa

- echanical touch switch at the end of the focaiizin- system for travel

- nozzle provided v;ihtwo era7ce oles for coaxial and ate-ral assistant gas

jets.

IV.3.2.2 Equipment for Dismantlir-, the Steamn Drum Shell (Fi~,,ure IV.6)

Looking at the shell we note that its geometry is quite simple (a cylinder)

and that sufficient free space is a-vailable aLround it. Consequently we can say that in this ease

the use of cutdng. techniques other than he laser beamr, could be suitable.

When the Gariglano Plant is decommissioned, a dead~Lled study should. be carried out to

individualize the mnost convenient cutting techn-iqcue to be applie.d, talking real conditions and

costs into account.

In the ranmev...ork of the present feasibility study th- uf a laser beam robot has again

been assumed for shell dismi-antlingi. The robot will move on rails suitably installed along the

shell and be provided wihone cutting afrml. The shell will be cut i eiclndia pieces

(amplitude of 180") of such dimensions as to imnit the weight to apoiaey1500 kg,

maximum hoist capace-iy.
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FIGURE IV.6 Equipment for dismantling the steam drum shell.

IV 3.2.3 Ventilation Systems

The work room, after installation of appropriate sealing panels on the "pipe ways"

entrances (Figure IV.7), acts as an effective barrier to propagation of the contamination

associated with the aerosols produced during the cutting process.

The work room will be maintained slightly under-pressure compared to outside by

means of aa appropriate ventilation system provided with absolute filters. Furthermore,

in order to reduce the contamination inside the work room, a large portion of the aerosol

will be captured close to the generation point by means of appropriate local abatement

systems.
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IV.3.2.4 Auxiliary Devices

In order to support the cutting operations auxiliary devices/systems will be provided or,
if already existing and useful but inadeguate, integrated.

The ma-in devices and systems are:

- hoisting and transfer system (Figures V.7, IV.8, IV.9). The existing system (one monorail

with 1000 k capacity) must be integrated as far as serviced area and lifting capacity are

concerned, to allow transfer of the shell pieces (weighing no more than 1500 kg each) to the

dimension-reducing device (see below);

- dimnension-reducing device, aimed at reducing shell pieces to values compatible with

transport containers;

- transfer device aimed at transporting the inner parts from the robot trolley

(paragraph IV.3.2.l1) to the transport containers (Figure IV.8);

- pressing machine aimed at reducing the volume of compactable scraps (Figure IV.9).

IV.4 DSMANTLING PROCEDUR-ES

Detailed dismantling procedures should be set up after completion of the final dismantling

design. The following typical procedures are only aimed at giving an idea of the complexity of

the whole operation. he dismantling activities have been distinguished as:

- prelimidnary activities;

- area preparation;

- actual dismantling.

IV.4.1 Preliminar Activities

a - Personnel training for use of the robots and the other devices by means of real scale

mock-ups.

b - Radiological mapping.

c - Decontamination of the steam drum.

d - Repetition of radiological mapping.

e - Installation of additional supporting structures of the steam drum (where necessary).

f - Steam drum insulation, that is:

- removal of thermal isolation, relief valves and instruments;

- removal of the existing walk ways and steel structures;

- removal of the pipe legs connected to the shell;

- closing of all the openings produced on the shell as a consequence of the above

operations.
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IV.4.2 Area Preparation

a - Installation of the laser apparatus located outside the work room.

b - Confinement of the work room. This includes:

- set-up of the laser beam's entrance window (Figure IV.8);

- closing of the pipe ways by means of panels in order to assure proper sealing of the

work room.

c - Installation of the hoisting and transfer devices inside and outside the work room.

d - Installation of the robots .

e - Installation of the pressing machine and dimension-reducing device (see paragraph IV.4.3,

point d).

f - Installation of the ventilation systems.

IV.4.3 Actual DisniantLing

a - Visual inspection inside the steam drum through the two existing manholes, by means of

TV cameras, in order to check the status of the inner parts.

b - Cutting and removal of the SOUTH end of the shell by means of the external robot

(paragraph IV.3.2.2). The end, weighing about 4000 kg, will be dismantled and removed

in pieces. A suitable magnetic ook will be provided in order to hold the pieces during

cutting. The ventilation systems will be in operation.

c - Cutting and removal of the inner parts (Figure IV.8).

The inner parts will be removed by the internal robot (see above) proceeding from the

SOUTH to the NORTH end; each cut piece will weigh not more than 30 kg. The cutting

paths will be primarily autoteached by the robot control computer through a mechanical

touch switch and TV cameras. The robot mechanical arm, while cutting is in progress, will

hold the piece being cut and then place the piece on the trolley. The trolley will transport the

piece outside the shell where a transfer device will put it in a suitable container, which will

then be moved, by the hoisting system, to the pressing machine, then to the exit. The

ventilation systems shall be continuously operating. After completing removal of the inner

parts the robot will be taken out of the shell and subjected to treatment according to its

contamination level.

d - Dismantling of the shell (Figure IV.l10).

The shell will be dismantled by an external robot in semi-cylindrical pieces weighing

no more than 1500 kg. During the cutting process the piece being cut will be held by a

magnetic hook (part of the hoisting system) which will then transfer it on to the support

saddle of the dimension-reducing device. The NORTH end will be dismantled by applying

the same procedure as for the SOUTH end. The pieces will be placed in transport

containers. The ventilation systems must be continuously operating. Shell demolition

concludes the dismantling operations of the steam drum.
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MAGNETIC HOOK

FIGURE IV.10 Section of work room.

IV.5 CONCLUSIONS

The study on the applicability of the laser beam cutting technique to dismantling the

Garigliano steam drum has confirmed what was expressed after conclusion of the first research

program (1979-1984) regarding the appropriateness of laser beam cutting for the

decommissioning of Nuclear Power Stations.

We can now conclude that this technique may positively cover a range of specific

dismantling applications.

As a matter of fact, laser allows the use of remote controlled cutting heads,

non-consumable and of small dimensions, which can be applied for dismantling components of

complex shapes.
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On the other hand laser certainly involves the use of expensive apparatus, but this is, more
or less, a peculiarity of all systems which require robots or extended automation.

A quantitative evaluation of the costs and benefits associated to the use of the laser beam

and of any other techniques, can be performed only in the frame of an actual decommissioning

program, taking into account the components' characteristics and all actual operative

parameters.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Considering the results reported in each part of this report, the following conclusions can

be derived.

The aerosol produced in cutting steel by the laser beam technique is composed of two

types of particles:

I) very fine particles, having dimensions of some hundredths of micrometers which, due to

coagulation, very rapidly form cha-in-like aggregates of some tenths of micrometers;

2) spherical compact particles of diameters greater than a few micrometers, easily capturable by

inertial or electrostatic abatement systems.

As the rapid clogging of the H-EPA filters seems to be caused mainly by the chain-like

aggregates, particular attention was paid to their characterization. The chemical composition of

this type of particulate is different with respect to that of the bulk material (increase of te Ni

content and decrease in the Cr content); no significant differences in the chemical composition

were found instead for the greater compact particles. The equivalent size of the aggregates

depends on the aggregation degree and, therefore, on the aerosol life time and concentration.

Cutting performed on AISI 304 stainless steel plates up to 10 mm thickness, with laser

power up to 2 kW, showed that the main parameters which influence the amount of aggregated

fine particulate produced are: the cutting velocity, the type of assistant gas and, obviously, the

plate thickness; it was not possible to verify these data with thicker plates.

The aerosol characterization, as planned in the research programme, has therefore been

completed for steel cutting; no data was instead obtained for concrete cutting, because of

operative difficulties.

The aggregates of fine particles produced when cutting steel by high temperature

techniques showed a strong tendency to clog the HEPA filters, with a consequent life time

reduction of the filtration units.

It was i fact shown that the pressure drop across the filter is at least 5 times greater with

respect to that caused by compact particles at the same mass loading. Examination in detail of

the pressure drop curves suggests the opportunity of investigating the possibility of an

extension of FIEPA filter life time. Some tests showed the possibility of modifying the

aerodynamic characteristics of the aggregates; exploitation of this possibility for a more

efficacious inertial or electrostatic aerosol abatement could be an interesting subject for future

work.

The possibility of steel cutting by transmission of the laser beam over long distances

(30 m from the source) was successfully tested by cutting plates up to 35 mm thick,

using 5 kW laser power. The experience showed the need for the use of new technologies to

reduce both the energy losses along the laser beam trajectory ad the need for mirror
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cooling. The influence of environmental particles on the quality of te transmitted laser beam

was also shown.

The study for a practical application of the laser beam cutting technique concerned the

already-mentioned steam drum' of the Garigliano, plant, which is essentially composed of a

big cylinder with a 70 mmi thick wall, which conta-ins many internals of complex geometry.

The study showed the technical feasibility for dismantling the internals and also the problems

related to cutting the vessel wall, for which more powerful laser sources instead of those at

present available from industry should be used.

As a general conclusion, one can affirm that the possibility of using the laser beam il

lon-distance steel cutting (up to a thickness of the order of a few centimeters) has been

demonstrated, while for larger thickness some improvements must be carried out on the cutting

facilities. The aerosol produced, even if well characterized as one of the main aims of the

research programme, still presents problems of abatement and filtration. These problems are

common to other high temperature cutting methods in atmosphere, and will need further

investigation.


